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For decades EDM has been used to 

manufacture Aerospace parts including 

engine, fuel system, and landing-gear 

components, as well as other high-stress, 

high-temperature parts. However, the 

surface integrity, and therefore safety, of 

EDM-machined aerospace components 

has been questioned. Specialist EDM 

equipment supplier, WMT, highlights how 

the surface integrity of EDM components 

is no longer such a major concern.

 

For Further Information:

Warwick Machine Tools

Tel: 01676 534534

www.warwickmachinetools.co.uk
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With global oil prices putting the industry 

in a somewhat sombre mood, this 

certainly wasn’t the case for Hone-All.

At the Aberdeen event that took place in 

September, Hone-All was undoubteldy 

a company leaving the exhibition with a 

spring in its step. As Hone-All Precision 

Director, Andrea Rodney comments: 

“The footfall was somewhat down on 

previous events and this was to be 

expected with the uncertainty around the 

oil & gas sectors. However, we were a success story from the show as we received over 100 enquiries 

for our services. Furthermore, of the enquiries have been followed up, more than 50% have been very 

receptive to our services.”

The positivity towards Hone-All is credit to its reputation within in the oil & gas industry for delivering 

uncompromising levels of quality and service. To back this up, the Leighton Buzzard company devised 

a strategy to promote two aspects of its business. The aim was to promote its  specialist production 

facility and the company’s prestigious track record in manufacturing flo-tubes, pistons, housings, well 

commander bodies, cylinders and a variety of other oil & gas specific components and assemblies.

This includes a waterjet abrasive management system for significantly lower waterjet operating costs, 

as well as a new generation of CNCs, and two new air plasma options. In addition, Hypertherm will 

showcase Robotmaster® offline robotic programming software. 

Hypertherm’s abrasive management system is comprised of two products—the PowerDredge™ 

abrasive removal unit available now and its EcoSift™ abrasive recycling unit available next year. The 

PowerDredge increases waterjet productivity and profitability by automating costly abrasive clean-

outs. This allows companies to reduce both labor costs and system downtime. The EcoSift helps 

companies recycle their used abrasive. Testing and microscopic analysis shows up to 60 percent 

of abrasive sitting at the bottom of a waterjet table actually meets the specifications for brand new 

abrasive and can be reused without impacting cut quality. As up to 60 percent of waterjet operating 

costs are attributed to the purchase of new abrasive, this can lead to a significant cost savings for 

companies.

Hone-All Fuels Growth
from SPE Offshore 2015

At the recent SPE Offshore Europe Exhibition, Hone-All 
Precision Ltd showcased why it is the premiere subcontract 
manufacturer for the Oil & Gas industry.

Hypertherm is unveiling several new products at 
FABTECH 2015.

For Further Information:

www.hone-all.co.uk

For Further Information:

www.hypertherm.com 

Hypertherm Unveils New Waterjet 
Abrasive Management System

The market leading CAM/

CAD developer has 

witnessed significant sales 

growth over the last 12 

months that is in-line with 

strong manufacturing 

output in sectors such as 

the aerospace industry 

that produce complex 

5-axis components.

 

By a  ppointing Simon, OPEN MIND UK will be aiming to 

exploit opportunities to extend its market reach among 

manufacturers in all industry sectors; and not just the high-

end complex production of 5-axis parts. Simon’s CV is an 

ideal match to OPEN MIND’s ambitions, as the experienced 

sales engineer has spent over 19 years working with one 

of the worlds largest CAM developers - and a competitor 

of OPEN MIND. During his tenure with a previous 

CAM company, Simon was an International Business 

Development Manager that delivered growth of over 60% 

in 3 years in certain areas through strategic planning and 

implementation.  

 

Commenting upon Simon’s appointment, OPEN MIND 

Technologies UK Managing Director, Mr Adrian Smith 

says: “We are delighted to get a new addition to our team 

with Simon’s experience and stature. His expertise and 

understanding of the CAM industry is second to none; as 

his is record of developing new business opportunities.  

This appointment will undoubtedly open more doors for 

OPEN MIND UK and it will expose us to new challenges 

and industry sectors. This can only strengthen our market 

position and brand in the longer term. Simon will be based 

in the  Midlands and will be responsible for developing sales 

channels throughout the UK.”

OPEN MIND Increases 
Its UK Sales Team

OPEN MIND Technologies UK has now 

extended its UK sales team with the 

appointment of Mr Simon Docker.

For More Information Visit:

www.openmind-tech.com
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Renishaw Help Cut The Cost Of 
Vessel-Based Surveying

Merlin supports safer, faster and more complete marine survey data 

acquisition for efficient coastal, offshore and inland waterway project 

management and enhanced decision-making capabilities for vessel 

operators. 

The first mapping product launched under the Renishaw brand, 

Merlin has been engineered specifically for use in the challenging 

marine environment and to help significantly cut the cost of vessel-

based laser scanning.

Renishaw’s low-cost, low-maintenance solution to the hydrographic 

surveying industry’s increasing demand for a cost-effective marine 

laser scanner, Merlin speeds up operations, improves crew and 

vessel safety, and produces more complete point clouds for better data analysis. 

The Merlin laser scanner is unique in that it offers seamless integration with existing vessel hardware 

and software. This means that vessel operators do not duplicate costly equipment, infrastructure 

and technologies that they already own. This cost-effective access to the advanced lidar technology 

required for exceptional surveying enables smart vessel operators to expand their product offering at 

low cost.

Global engineering technologies company Renishaw is pleased to announce 
the launch of Merlin, the latest innovative laser scanner in its range of 
mobile 3D mapping products.

For further information on Renishaw’s new Merlin dedicated marine time-tagged laser 

scanner please visit: www.renishaw.com/merlin

Regional Winners at the 
National Apprentice Awards

For Further Information Visit:

www.kmf.co.uk

For Further Information Visit:

www.mazakeu.co.uk

KMF, took on strong competition and came out victorious to be named 
Large Employer of the Year 2015 at the Regional National Apprenticeship 
Awards 2015.

The National Apprenticeship Awards, now in their 12th year, recognise excellence in two areas: 

businesses that grow their own talent with apprentices and apprentices who have made a significant 

contribution to their workplaces.

Apprentices have been at the heart of KMF’s business since 2007 and with the planned continued 

growth, Apprentices will remain a key strategy in ensuring the business remains at the forefront of 

precision sheet metal and engineering within the UK.

Employing over 400 staff, KMF fall into the Large Employer category, this incorporates organisations 

that employ from 250 to 4,999 employees. The region covers a large geographical area which 

includes Greater Manchester, Cheshire and Staffordshire. Sue Husband, Director of the National 

Apprenticeship Service commented, “The submissions were of a very high quality, making the 

competition very difficult to judge this year”.  KMF was pleased to make it through to the regional 

finals and delighted to be announced as winners.

 They will now go forward, with other regional winners, to a selection process for the national finals. 

If successful, the national ceremony will take place at Grosvenor House in London on the 26th of 

January 2016.

Amber Pettit, 20, has won the Commerce Level 2 Apprentice 

of the Year award, beating strong competition from 60 other 

entrants. Amber has worked at Mazak for just ten months, 

as a Business Administration Level 2 apprentice, gaining 

experience in both the sales and finance departments, and 

mastering important business principles, such as project 

and budget management.

Amber completed her one year Level 2 programme in only 

five months, and is now starting her AAT accountancy 

qualification, before beginning the Level 3 programme of 

her apprenticeship next year. Amber is one of five Business 

Administration apprentices employed by Mazak, with 10 

per cent of the company’s workforce now consisting of 

apprentices.

Dave Barnett, Learning and Development Manager at 

Yamazaki Mazak, commented: “We really value our 

apprentices and the part they play in making Mazak a great 

place to work. Amber has been an outstanding apprentice 

and has made a superb contribution in the short time she 

has been with us.”

Apprentice Wins
Prestigious Award

A Yamazaki Mazak apprentice has won a 
prestigious award at the 2015 Worcestershire 
Group Training Association (WGTA) Annual 
Apprenticeship Awards.
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At the event, Tornos demonstrated the latest 

innovations in turning technology with its renowned 

SwissNano, which has taken the micro-machining 

industry by storm. The GT26 turning centre and the 

new smaller GT13 variant with their modular tooling 

system make them stand out from other machines 

currently available. Alongside these machines, Tornos 

showed its CT20 to the UK marketplace. This cost 

effective machine is an automatic turning centre with 

sliding headstock and bar capacity of 20mm.  With 5 

linear axes and C-axis on both the main and counter 

spindle the machine offers extreme flexibility at an 

economic pricing level. Positions for 26 tools including 

options for up to 10 driven tools working across main 

and counter operations, makes it one of the best-

equipped machines in its category; this was evident at 

the event with a high level of enquiries.

Another new arrival in the UK was the Almac BA1008. 

This new bar milling machine sees bars fed through the 

machine to the work envelope, using a divider system 

which allows components to be machines for bar 

stock up to a diameter of 16mm using a convention 

collet clamping arrangement or bigger using a parallel 

clamping system. 

Positioned machining operations and interpolation 

between the tool systems and the workpiece are 

easily possible. With 4 frontal spindles and optional 

B axis, 3 lateral spindles and 2 secondary operation 

spindles, the BA 1008 delivers cost effective and 

efficient production of small prismatic components 

with astounding productivity and precision. With a 

compact footprint and excellent value for money, this 

machine proved a crowd pleaser for manufacturers of 

small complex components. 

For customers producing parts at the higher end of 

the productivity and complexity spectrum, Tornos 

catered for this with its impressive EvoDECO 10. The 

EvoDECO range represents the pinnacle of the Tornos 

range. Designed for the most demanding machining 

operations and users, EvoDECO machines are the 

most powerful and productive on the market. At the 

event, the smallest of the range, the 10mm diameter 

machine was on show. However, with three alternate 

diameters available (16, 20 and 32mm), the EvoDECO 

was a definite crowd pleaser. 

Thread rolling is one of those unsung processes, 

but one that remains vital across a range of 

industries such as Automotive, Aerospace, Energy 

and Construction sectors.

Available under RK International’s Europa brand, 

the four new machines in the range are the Europa 

Mega TR-120T, TR-80T and TR-40T, which 

are in Mega’s heavy-duty range, along with the 

Europa Mega TR-30NC a numerical controlled 

thread rolling machine, which with a 30 ton rolling 

pressure still has significant rolling capacity, but 

with the flexibility of an NC control system to give 

full control over the six axes. 

The Europa Mega thread rolling machines are 

not restricted to producing conventional threads, 

they can also be applied to create splines as well 

as less conventional threads, with Mega being a 

supplier to one of the world’s leading producers 

manufacturers of ballscrews.  “While thread rolling 

Tornos Generates Record
Enquiry Levels at Open House

The recent Think: 2015 event that Tornos hosted at its Coalville facility in conjunction with Matsuura, proved 

a resounding success for the Swiss sliding head turning specialist. Over the duration of three days, Tornos UK 

registered record attendance and enquiry figures at its Leicestershire headquarters.

There was also the chance to see the recent 

developments made to the Tornos TISIS software, 

which offers offline programming, process optimisation 

and much more to aid the customer and end user, 

which certainly got tongues wagging at the event.

For Further Information please visit:

Web : www.tornos.com

For Further Information please visit:

Web : www.rk-int.com

is one of those machining 

technologies that has 

been overlooked, almost 

forgotten, in the drive 

for high-tech CNC 

controlled equipment, it 

remains an ideal solution 

where volume production 

of precision threads is required. The Europa Mega 

range of thread rolling machines starts with the TR-

3T machine with 1.5 tons rolling pressure and extends 

to the TR-120T with 120 ton of rolling pressure,” says 

Simon Rood.

Thread rolling still has an important role to play, 

especially in sectors where quality and consistency are 

vital to process security such as aerospace.

RK International is on a roll
RK International Machine Tools through its partner, Taiwan-based Mega Machine Company 

has expanded the range of thread rolling machines that it has in its portfolio.
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The main theme, “driving up your productivity”, was 

broken down into three subsections - maximising shop 

floor capacity, reducing process costs and increasing 

overall productivity. It showed how Bystronic’s latest, 

innovative technologies can help a manufacturer to 

achieve its productivity objectives.

During the three-day event, Bystronic presented 

several case studies to illustrate how the latest 

BySprint Fiber laser technologies can be used to 

achieve higher levels of throughput. A comparison was 

made between CO2 and fibre laser technologies and 

a general increase in productivity of over 80 per cent 

was demonstrated across various materials and jobs. 

Furthermore, the presentation team was able to show 

a reduction in equipment operating costs of as much 

as 51 per cent in the best case.

After refreshments, visitors were invited to race a 6 kW 

BySprint Fiber Laser 3015 in an F1 simulator hired for 

the event. The laser cutting machine was timed as it 

cut a racing car profile from a mild steel sheet. The 

challenge was for each visitor to complete a virtual 

lap of the Silverstone circuit in a faster time than it 

had taken the BySprint Fiber to cut out the racing 

car profile. A bottle of champagne was on offer each 

day for the visitor who achieved the best time in the 

simulator. Nearly everybody joined in the fun and there 

seemed to be some budding racing drivers in the mix; 

and it also showed how fast the fibre laser really is.

Lunchtime saw an end to the presentations and 

demonstrations. Visitors stayed to look at the press 

brakes and waterjet cutting machines. The Xpert 

40-tonne, one-metre press brake again received high 

praise and many positive comments at the show. 

Visitors were also able to see Bystronic’s powerful 

software solutions in action, namely BySoft 7 CNC 

software, the PMC planning and monitoring module 

and the cloud-based nest optimisation service, 

Optimizer. 

The following week, Bystronic UK ran a dedicated 

waterjet open house on 22nd October and saw 20 

customers attend the event in Coventry. Visitors 

were able to watch applications experts take a part 

from a 3D model to the finished product and see the 

parts being costed, quoted and nested and cutting 

technologies being applied using the latest software. 

For Further Information please visit:

www.bystronic.co.uk

BYSTRONIC HOLDS TWO EVENTS
IN TWO WEEKS

Bystronic UK welcomed more than 80 customers to its Open House, held from 13th to 15th 
October at the company’s headquarters and technical centre in Coventry.

They followed the manufacturing process through 

every step from abrasive selection to feed rates.

Bystronic UK’s waterjet team also gave presentations 

on the advantage of waterjet cutting, correct 

maintenance and selection of abrasives for various 

applications. Costs, differences, process safety and 

water treatment all formed part of the content.

This enhanced service now stretches 20 mile 

radius of its UK Head Office Based in Wednesbury. 

With over 90,000 metalworking and MRO items in 

stock with an inventory value of £15 Million. This 

includes over 500 leading brands in the industry 

such as Castrol, 3M, Kennametal, Dormer, 

Mitutoyo, WD40 and Stanley. Local customers 

can now order an array of these products before 

12midday and will receive them the same day.

This Investment is imperative to an Industry that’s 

driven by supply on demand and will continue to 

meet the ever growing needs of customers to get 

what they want, when they need it. 

MSC understands that production can’t stop and 

wait for a delivery of parts. Pausing production 

can cost thousands of pounds. So, if there’s an 

unexpected tool that breaks or you’ve used the 

last drill bit and need a reliable supplier, you can 

count on MSC to have the stock ready when it’s 

needed in your workshop.

For customers who prefer to have replenished 

stock at their fingertips, then the MSC ControlPoint 

Vending Solution is the answer. It’s common to 

hear that stock can go unaccounted for and you 

don’t know exactly how much a job has cost. 

Well, the reporting capabilities of the MSC Vending 

solution can control your tooling usage and instantly 

save you 20% on your tooling spend.

Whether it’s having the stock available to order or 

receiving a quick delivery, MSC make sure they offer an 

impeccable service to every customer. In fact MSC has 

recently received one of the highest scores measured 

by the Institute of Customer Services. This was the 

result of the UKCSI Business Benchmarking survey.

Doing business with MSC is easy. If you prefer to 

collect your order it can be ready for collection in 15 

minutes from the newly refurbished sales counter. 

With Convenient parking, the company is open to 

both trade and public. A friendly member of staff will 

be there to greet you with your order. Alternatively you 

can call or order online and choose from the different 

delivery options, including a one hour delivery time slot 

on a next day service. 

No matter where you are located, you can rest assured 

that MSC is working constantly to further develop 

its product offering and refine services that simplify 

companies’ purchasing processes.

MSC Go the Extra Miles

For more information please visit 

mscdirect.co.uk

MSC Industrial Supply is extending its free same day delivery service to more local 
customers across the West Midlands.
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It is in response to a sharp upturn in business, which has 

led to a rise in the number of pump housings and other 

components being machined at the firm’s factory in 

Erdington, Birmingham. All of the components need to be 

washed to remove swarf and cutting oil residue.

Mark McFall, Manufacturing Engineering Manager, said, 

“Our pump housings in particular tend to have complicated 

shapes, so swarf becomes trapped and can be difficult to 

remove.

“We operate around two dozen older washing machines, 

some of which have limited controllability when programming 

the movement of water jets that spray machined parts in the 

rotating basket. In other machines, the water jets are not 

able to move at all.

“So we have to extend the length of the washing cycles to 

ensure efficient cleaning and make sure that there are no 

problems during subsequent pump assembly.

“This time we opted for Turbex machines due to the more 

efficient cleaning action, which can be programmed to suit 

exactly the type of component being processed. Cycles are 

therefore shorter to achieve a similar level of cleanliness.”

Pre-order trials carried out at the Turbex technical centre 

and showroom in Alton confirmed that the machines were 

indeed capable of processing aluminium pump bodies in 

shorter cycle times to the required degree of cleanliness. 

All three machines were installed at the Erdington factory 

during the course of 2013.

WNT continues to develop its extensive range of high performance 

cutting tools and the latest addition, the WTX FEED solid carbide 

metal twist drill with Dragonskin coating technology, promises precise 

positioning and maximum performance, even in difficult drilling 

situations. The key feature of the WTX Feed drills is the use of three 

cutting edges, which allow a significantly higher feed rate compared to 

conventional solid carbide drills.

One area of application that WTX FEED drills are the perfect solution is for difficult spot drill situations, 

such as inclined surfaces. Here the three cutting edges and the aggressively shaped, self-centered, 

cross cutting edge ensure precise positioning from the first contact with the workpiece.

The machine is available in the UK through sole agent, Geo Kingsbury, 
Gosport.

The 9-axis CNC machine is intended for the production of complex parts, 
particularly those needing angular milling and drilling operations, which 
no longer require the use of expensive and often inaccurate angled driven 
toolholders.

Designated TNL32-7B, the lathe can operate with or without a guide bush. Long parts requiring 
true sliding-head operation are machined with the bar gripped by a collet and fed by up to 305 mm 
through the guide bush, which supports the bar close to the cutting tools. Yet in a matter of minutes, 
the machine can be changed over to produce short parts in fixed-head mode, with the bar clamped 
by a collet in the spindle and moved 127 mm into and out of the cutting zone using the Z-axis motion 
of the headstock travelling at up to 20 m/min. Eliminating the guide bush avoids the need to use 
expensive ground stock.

The market leading manufacturer of air filtration systems is now offering 
free LED lighting units with any purchase of the Nederman Filterbox 10M.

The Nederman Filterbox 10M is a W3 approved portable unit for the 
filtration of localised fumes and dust that is generated by processes such 
as welding and soldering. This bestseller from Nederman is even more 
tantalising with the promotional offer of LED lamps that will reduce power consumption costs and 
brighten the immediate vicinity around the welding area. 

For companies considering the Filterbox, the incentive is now even greater with the LED lamps that 
offer four times more light and 70% lower energy consumption compared to existing halogen bulbs. 
With LED lighting well documented to extend bulb life by up to 20 times and provide greater shock 
resistance, the overall cost saving of LED lights equates to over 80% during the life of the Filterbox 
10M.

The illuminating offer is only available with the Filterbox 10M system and the promotion must end 
before Christmas.

Full speed ahead with WTX Feed
The latest drilling development from WNT (UK) – The WTX FEED guarantees 

improved feed rates thanks to its three flute geometry.

With the dark winter evenings drawing in, Nederman is brightening up the industry 
with its new promotion campaign.

German lathe machine manufacturer, Traub, has taken its 32 mm capacity sliding/fixed-
headstock TNL32 bar auto and added a 100-degree pivoting B-axis to the upper turret.

Get more information on www.wnt.com

SLIDER DOUBLES AS A FIXED-HEAD LATHE AND HAS B-AXIS TURRET

For more information visit: www.geokingsbury.com

For more information visit: www.nederman.co.uk

For more information visit:

www.turbex.co.uk

Nederman Brightens Up Dark Evenings With LED Filterbox Offer

AQUEOUS WASHING MACHINES ARE 
HIGHLY CONTROLLABLE AND COMPACT

Concentric has invested in three Mafac Elba 

aqueous cleaning machines from Turbex.
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It is achieved by activating tool change, 50 m/min 

rapid movements in X and Y and rotation of a CNC 

indexer (if fitted) during pallet exchange, not after it 

has finished. So the tool is ready to cut the next 

component immediately it arrives in the machining 

area. 

Called Speedio R650X1, the compact, highly 

productive, 30-taper machine joins the smaller 

R450X1 model introduced in 2014. Available in the 

UK and Ireland through sole agent, Whitehouse 

Machine Tools (www.wmtcnc.com), both are 2APC 

machines on which Brother’s proven Quick Table 

effectively provides two pallets in one by rotating 

about its centre. It means there is no pallet lift 

action, speeding 180-degree swivelling while also sealing the structure against swarf and coolant.

The high quality and rigidity of the R650X1 structure is assured by computer-aided engineering 

analysis. Linear axis travels are 650 x 400 x 305 mm in X, Y and Z, with up to 30 m/min cutting feed 

in each. The working envelope has been increased with jig area enlargement to make the machine 

applicable to a wider scope of applications, including turning of components up to 1.3 metres in 

diameter. Jig height is up to 420 mm and the standard 200 kg maximum load per pallet can be 

increased by 50 per cent with suitable factory configuration by Brother.

A 10,000 rpm spindle motor is standard, with options of a high torque variant or a 16,000 rpm 

motor. They all provide impressive removal rates across a spread of materials and applications. Fast 

acceleration and deceleration deliver start-up and stop times of 150 milliseconds. 

Either a 14- or 22-station tool magazine may be specified. Exchange is very high speed, with a 

tool-to-tool time of 0.9 second and a chip-to-chip time of 1.7 seconds for the larger magazine. If the 

machine is fitted with the 14-tool option, cutter exchange is even faster with 100 milliseconds pared 

off both times.

Many optional extras are offered, including hydraulic ports for jig mounting, 15 bar through-spindle 

coolant, air-assisted tool cleaning, automatic oil lubricator, manual pulse generator, tool breakage 

detection and a rotary indexer for 5-sided machining. 

Control is by Brother’s own CNC-C00 with 12” colour LCD screen. Features include shortcut keys for 

rapid screen selection, high-speed program data download via Ethernet and convenient production 

monitoring, both on-screen and remotely. As with many modern machine tools, power regeneration 

from deceleration of the spindle saves energy and the control oversees comprehensive stand-by 

measures for minimising the power consumed by motors, pumps and lights.

A video of the Brother Speedio R650X1 shaving every last second from cycle times during 4-axis 

machining of aluminium castings may be seen at: www.wmtcnc.com/products-brother/r650x1  The 

first machine in the UK is due to arrive in Whitehouse Machine Tools’ showroom during November 

2015.

It is the first non-Japanese range of metalcutting machine 

tools to be sold by NCMT, which is best known for its 

agency ranges of Japanese-built machines from Makino, 

Okuma and Okamoto. The Mecof portfolio dovetails well 

with these small to medium size machines, as the entry 

point is 4 metres in X, rising to 20 metres.

Mecof machines are widely used in the aerospace, 

automotive, rail, mould making, prototyping, power 

generation and machine building industries. Existing users 

in Britain and Ireland can contact NCMT for spares and 

service, the latter provided by UK engineers that have 

already been factory trained.

PALLET-CHANGE VERSION OF
SUPER-HIGH-SPEED
MACHINING CENTRE

The Japanese manufacturer, Brother, has introduced a new, vertical-

spindle, twin-pallet machining centre on which workpiece changeover is 

completed entirely within the 3.4-second pallet change time.

For further information please visit:
www.wmtcnc.com

For further information please visit:
www.ncmt.co.uk

NCMT wins 
Mecof agency

The range of travelling-column, horizontal-

spindle milling machines and gantry-type, 

vertical-spindle machining centres built by 

the Italian firm Mecof (www.emco-mecof.it/

en/), an Emco group member, is now being 

sold and serviced in the UK and Ireland by 

NCMT (www.ncmt.co.uk) under a new, sole 

agency agreement.
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Stockholding and cutting to length of titanium, nickel 

alloy and stainless steel bar and tube up to 250 mm 

diameter is the specialism of Hempel Special Metals. 

It is the Wokingham subsidiary of German family-

owned group, FW Hempel & Co, one of the largest 

stockholders of such materials in Europe and Asia. To 

keep pace with rising orders, in February this year the 

UK company invested in a third bandsawing machine, 

a CNC model from Kasto called KASTOwin A 3.3. 

Holding AS9120 quality management accreditation 

for stockists and distributors in aerospace as well as 

specific approvals from aerospace primes, Hempel 

Special Metals derives nearly one-third of its turnover 

from the aerospace and defence sectors. It is a side of 

the business that the company is keen to expand and 

it will take a stand at the Farnborough airshow for the 

first time next July (2016).

The medical sector contributes around one-quarter 

of turnover, thanks in part to quality management 

accreditation to ISO 13485. Oil and gas is also a major 

market, if somewhat depressed at the moment, while 

10 per cent of the firm’s business comes from the so-

called leisure industry - anything from Formula 1 to 

yachting to top-end bicycles. 

Mark Glynn, general manager at the Wokingham centre 

said, “The German-built KASTOwin A 3.3 has really 

opened our eyes to what is possible in bandsawing.

“Our other two saws are seven and 15 years old 

respectively and manually operated, so I am not 

comparing like with like, but even so the improvement 

with the Kasto saw has been dramatic in terms of 

increasing throughput and lowering costs.”

Quality and IT manager Robin Dawson explained, “As 

cuts have to be set by eye on our manual saws and 

because the comparatively low rigidity of the machines 

tends to cause the blade to wander, it is necessary to 

set tolerances of -0 / + 3 mm when cutting stock over 

100 mm diameter. 

“The waste is a little less for smaller diameters, but still 

appreciable. Overall, between 10 and 12 per cent of 

stock was lost through having to set such generous 

allowances.

“In contract, tolerances on the Kasto bandsaw can be 

set at -0 / + 0.5 mm for all stock sizes and materials, 

which is a six-fold reduction in waste.”

Achieving this level of precision in positioning is partly 

due to ballscrew rather than hydraulic material infeed. 

During the cut, high squareness accuracy and good 

surface finish on the cut face are a result of minimal 

vibration. This is due to a combination of machine 

rigidity, use of a 41 mm wide bimetal blade rather than 

a 25 mm blade as on the manual saws and automatic 

slowing of the downfeed on entry to the material. 

Blade deflection monitoring confirms that the cut is 

always within tolerance and stops the machine if a 

hard spot in the material should cause the cut to drift 

outside the preset limits.

In monetary terms, savings are substantial. A typical 

job at Wokingham involves cutting 1,000 billets from 

130 mm diameter Ti64 titanium alloy bar over a three-

month period. The overall amount of wasted metal 

resulting from the allowance has been reduced from 

three metres (1,000 x 3 mm) to half a metre, translating 

into a saving of £5,200.

Hempel Special Metals holds 50 tonnes of Ti64 alone 

in Wokingham for various regular customers, another 

of which requires 300 to 400 billets per month in 

diameter sizes of 85, 130 and 180 mm. Nickel alloys 

and stainless steels up to 152 mm and 100 mm in 

diameter respectively are also routinely processed. 

Substantial material and hence financial savings are 

achieved by cutting all of these metals on the Kasto 

bandsaw.

Time reductions are an additional benefit, especially 

when batch sawing. Programming is quick using the 

touch-screen SmartControl (also manufactured by 

Kasto), as cutting parameters for any given material, 

size and cross section are determined automatically by 

a built-in database. It is possible to program the saw 

to cut multiple different lengths from the same stock 

if required. Set-up is quick as well, as projection of a 

laser line onto the material indicates precisely the point 

of cutting.

Once in production, the KASTOwin is fast to complete 

each cut. For example, six or seven billets per hour 

can be achieved when processing 130 mm diameter 

Ti64 whereas production rate for the same stock on 

ALLOY STOCKHOLDER REAPS HUGE BENEFITS FROM 
MODERN BANDSAWING TECHNOLOGY

Productivity increased by up to 75 per cent, waste slashed 
and blade costs six times lower at Hempel Special Metals



the other two machines is four billets per hour. Uplift in output rate on the Kasto saw 

is therefore between 50 and 75 per cent. Moreover, energy consumption is less, as 

machine movements are largely electrically rather than hydraulically driven.

Another area of cost reduction is blade purchase, which is also down to the rigidity 

of the KASTOwin and its ability to suppress vibration. Mr Glynn commented, “We 

made nearly 2,500 cuts in the first seven months of operation and used only three 

bimetal blades, whereas we were changing blades on the manual saws once or 

twice a week.

“The tools were costing us £6,000 annually, but the fewer and wider blades for the 

Kasto saw will cost around £1,000 per year. 

“At the outset, when we had not ordered a blade for two and a half months, our 

supplier telephoned us to ask if we had stopped sawing material on-site.”

Apart from vibration suppression, a factor in tool longevity is the ability of the Kasto 

control to recognise when a new blade has been fitted and automatically reduce the 

downfeed rate by 40 per cent for a short running-in period. 

Blades with tungsten carbide tipped (TCT) teeth have been trialled at Wokingham, 

as they have the potential to cut difficult alloys faster, but in this application bimetal 
consumables are so efficient and last so long that TCT blades are not needed, 
particularly as volumes are relatively low.

Mr Dawson concluded, “We shopped around before buying the 330 mm capacity 
bandsaw from Kasto but liked the security of dealing directly with a manufacturer’s 
subsidiary, rather than through an agent.

“We have been delighted with the performance of the saw, which is now the mainstay 
of our production, and with the service we receive from Kasto in the UK, both over 
the phone and on the odd occasion we have called them out to tweak settings.”

Tel: +44 (0)1908 571590. 
Email: sales@uk.kasto.com
Web: www.kasto.com
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Sawing

For the UK market, the co-operation between Bedford 

based KALTENBACH Ltd and RSA, who have offices 

in Telford, will mean that both companies are able 

to work together to promote a full range of circular 

sawing and deburring systems. 

This combined range extends from RSA’s high quality; 

pull-down Haeberle saws through to KALTENBACH’s 

semi and fully automatic machinery and ultimately the 

high performance RSA billet and tube processing lines, 

including their well renowned tube deburring solutions.

RSA machinery is highly proven across the worldwide 

metal cutting industry, particularly in high volume 

applications such as the automotive sector, where 

productivity, reliability and fast cycle times are 

paramount. 

The latest RASACUT models demonstrate incredible 

performance. For example, during KALTENBACH’s 

IPS2015 exhibition during June, the RASACUT 

SH150-2 model was demonstrated simultaneously 

cutting 2x) 100mm diameter solid bars of ST-52 

material in just 12 seconds! 

Additionally KALTENBACH Ltd now co-operates with 

ZEMAN, the Austrian manufacturer of world leading 

solutions for steel fabrication and assembly. ZEMANs’ 

SBA (Steel Beam Assembler) range of machines 

represent a major leap forward in productivity potential 

when assembling the component elements of 

fabricated steel structures. 

ZEMAN SBA systems use robotics for the welding and 

assembly work, with the range topping system able to 

automatically scan, pick and even re-orientate fittings 

from a layout area and take them to the waiting steel 

beam for both tacking and final welding processes.

This approach virtually eliminates human intervention, 

automatically processing the final fabrication with full 

traceability and standards compliance. The systems 

achieve impressive and predictable performance 

with assured reliability from established robotic 

technologies, high build standards and software 

already well tested in the fabrication industry by 

ZEMAN themselves.

The ZEMAN product line also extends beyond welding 

solutions. The company additionally manufacture 

machine systems for producing items such as 

purlins and their ‘SinBeam’ steel beam design, 

which dramatically reduces section weight through 

the innovative use of a corrugated profile web in a 

fabricated steel beam.

KALTENBACH are well known for leading edge 

innovation in the steel processing industry and for 

machinery that achieves high levels of accuracy, 

repeatability and productivity. These are essential 

factors for the successful application of automated 

KALTENBACH Announce Co-operations with new

Industry Leading Manufacturers
The KALTENBACH Group of companies have announced two new co-operations with leading 

machine tool manufacturers Zeman and RSA, complementing their existing range of machinery for 

steel cutting and processing solutions.



systems and the synergy between KALTENBACH and 

ZEMAN is a major advantage for those companies 

looking to invest in this new technology.

Alongside KALTENBACH Ltd’s existing representation 

of ZINSER for Steel Plate Profiling machinery and 

Stierli-Bieger for profile Bending, Straightening and 

Rotation, the new partnerships permit KALTENBACH 

Ltd to offer solutions to many more industry 

sectors and a considerably enhanced portfolio to 

existing customers, in conjunction with their own 

comprehensive machinery range.

KALTENBACH will be presenting the full scope of their 

product range, including their industry partners, at the 

forthcoming MACH 2016 exhibition at the Birmingham 

NEC in April 2016.

Through the co-operation, KALTENBACH will be 

able to fulfil an even broader range of customer 

requirements with the combined product ranges 

providing an array of sawing and deburring 

solutions for every demand.

RSA’s latest cutting system, the RASACUT SH, 

has been specially designed for the steel service 

centre and high volume production industries. 

The RASACUT 150-2 combines extremely 

high sawing speed with a versatile and flexible 

design, suitable for processing a range of differing 

materials.

The saw is able to saw both solid materials and 

tubes up to 101.6 mm diameter as a double, two-

piece at once, cut 

and up to 150 

mm diameter for 

single cutting. 

The machine is 

therefore a highly 

advantageous solution for any steel service centre or 

production environment.

This new co-operation, bringing together the 

combined strengths, expertise and products of both 

KALTENBACH and RSA will place both companies 

at the forefront of the materials processing industries, 

with solutions ranging from workshop saws through to 

fully automatic cutting lines.

For Further Details Visit:

KALTENBACH

www.kaltenbach.co.uk

IDSawing

Further Strengthening An Already Enviable 
Circular Sawing Machine Portfolio

RSA are already a well known and respected machinery manufacturer of high 

quality sawing and deburring machinery in their own right.
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A significant increase in orders for the supply of 

prototype pressings and bracketry, notably to 

Jaguar Land Rover (JLR), has prompted Birmingham 

Prototypes (www.birminghamprototypes.co.uk) 

to install two multi-sensor co-ordinate measuring 

machines (CMMs) from Nikon Metrology (www.

nikonmetrology.com). The goal was not only to 

measure the sheet metal parts more quickly but more 

importantly to speed subsequent report generation. 

The investment has also resulted in the establishment 

of a new subcontract service offering laser scanning 

and inspection work.

Based in Redditch, UK, Birmingham Prototypes 

started working directly for JLR two years ago. To 

receive its supplier’s code, the subcontractor needed 

to be able to fulfil the OEM’s stringent quality control 

requirements in respect of first article inspection 

reporting and PPAP (production part approval 

process) documentation. These required an increase 

in the number of reports that had to be produced 

as well as more detail on component accuracy and 

repeatability than is requested by other customers in 

the automotive, aerospace and other sectors.

Using the former manual CMM at Redditch, report 

generation was a laborious process requiring entry 

of data and drawings by hand into Microsoft Office 

applications. A single report took anything from an hour 

to half a day, depending on its complexity, according 

to Birmingham Prototypes’ managing director, Mick 

Adams. So in 2013 he decided to install a Nikon 

Metrology LK V 15.10.8 ceramic bridge co-ordinate 

measuring machine to automate and speed the 

reporting process. It also allows inspection cycles to 

be completed faster and without operator attendance 

after components have been fixtured, saving further 

time especially when measuring a batch of identical 

components.

A Nikon Metrology LC15Dx laser scanner is the 
default method of inspecting pressings at Birmingham 
prototypes. It allows high accuracy resolution of 
freeform surfaces and geometry. For measuring tight 
dimensional tolerances and sometimes for initial job 
set-up, a touch probe is picked up automatically from 
the stylus changer on the LK V 15.10.8 by a Renishaw 
PH10M motorised indexing head. 

Most drawing tolerances on pressed parts at Redditch 
are fairly open, ± 0.25 mm being typical on surfaces 
and ± 1 mm for trim edges. Only hole positions are 
measured to within tens of microns. The LK CMM is 
capable of measuring to an accuracy that is at least 
an order of magnitude better than is required for these 
applications.

Software is key to data handling and reporting

Nikon Metrology’s multi-sensor CAMIO V8 software 
in use at Redditch produces industry-standard DMIS 
programs that support both laser scanning and 
touch probing. The software applies the optimum 
measurement strategy based on the feature and 
sensor selected. For measuring complex surfaces, it 
automatically generates scan paths that result in fast 
and smooth laser scanning that closely follows the 
part surface, with full machine simulation and collision 
detection. CAMIO also has instant, highly productive 

reporting functionality based on standard templates. 
Tabulated tables, graphics and form plots derived from 
scanned point clouds and touch probing are combined 
in a single, concise report.

It is Nikon Metrology Focus 10 software that manages 
the point clouds acquired during laser scanning and 
allows inspection data to be compared against the 
customer’s original CAD model. A typical pressing at 
the Redditch factory, such as a prototype aluminium 
engine bay mounting plate for a Jaguar car, comprises 
seven to eight million points. Focus software produces 
annotated, colour deviation maps showing how the 
3D scanned model correlates with and deviates from 
the original CAD file. For such global comparisons, 
a 0.1 mm grid is generally selected by Birmingham 
Prototypes’ quality manager, Bob Rose.

Scanning with articulated arm is twice as fast

Early in 2015, Birmingham Prototypes installed 
a Trumpf 5-axis laser profiling machine so that it 
could bring in-house the laser cutting work it was 
subcontracting at a cost of £350,000 per year. 

Mr Adams commented, “Practically every job that 
comes off the machine is a unique prototype that 
needs to be inspected, a job that was previously done 
by the laser cutting subcontractors before parts were 
delivered to us.

“As our CNC CMM needs to be programmed for each 
new part, making it more suited to our low volume, 
pre-production runs, it made sense for us to invest in 
a manual measuring system to check the output from 
the Trumpf laser. 

“Rather than choose another static CMM, we decided 
to install a portable co-ordinate measuring arm, an 
MCAx from Nikon. It is twice as fast at producing 
inspection results for a one-off part.”

INSPECTION AND REPORTING 

MUCH FASTER 
WITH CNC LASER SCANNING

Automotive and aerospace pressings specialist invests in bridge-type 
and portable arm CMMs for freeform surface data acquisition

ID Quality Test & Measurement
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The ISO 230-6 standard states that diagonal 

displacement tests allow the estimation of the 

volumetric performance of a machine tool. The new kit 

is quick and easy to set-up, is easy to align and allows 

fast data analysis to international standards. 

The Renishaw Linear diagonal measurement kit 

provides everything needed to perform laser diagonal 

tests with an XL-80 laser interferometer system. 

The kit is designed for quick and easy set-up, with 

purpose-built fixturing that’s magnetically mounted 

to the machine tool bed and holds the XL-80 and 

optical accessories. A beam steerer and swivel mirror 

(attached to the plate) then provide a very controllable 

way to align the laser beam with the machine diagonals. 

A key advantage of using the new kit to mount the XL-

80 and optical accessories on the machine bed is that 

after measuring one machine diagonal, the plate can 

be moved to the other body and face diagonals with 

easy realignment. 

As well as the hardware system, Renishaw also 

provides software to easily carry out laser diagonal 

tests. XCal-View provides convenient data analysis 

for laser diagonal tests, in accordance with ISO 230-

6 and B5.54 standards. The application can take the 

data from laser diagonal tests and provide a report that 

shows the key errors and gives a graphical display of 

the results.

The facility is used in-house on a dedicated steel 
table in the quality control room. It often inspects 
or reverse engineers components and fixtures 
for other manufacturers that have requested 
subcontract measuring to be carried out, a 
service that was introduced two years ago when 
the CNC CMM arrived. The measuring arm has 
extended the scope of the service by allowing 
off-site inspection at customers’ premises of 
fabrications that are too bulky to be transported 
easily. 

The MCAx 7-axis, counterbalanced arm with 
continuous rotation is used mainly with a digital 
laser scanner at Redditch, together with Focus 
10 handheld scanning and inspection software. 
Occasionally a touch-trigger probe is employed 
if additional accuracy is needed. The arm is 
equipped with absolute angle encoders for high 
precision and the model at Redditch has a four-
meter diameter measuring envelope. Features 
of the equipment are the ability to reliably 
scan steep sided and reflective components, 
temperature stability and zero warm-up time.

Other departments served

The Nikon CMMs have greatly enhanced quality 
control of sheet metal parts at Birmingham 
Prototypes and allowed the firm to increase 
turnover by launching subcontract inspection 
and reverse engineering. They are backed by ISO 
9001:2008 quality management accreditation, 
which has been held for over 10 years.

The move to laser scanning has improved not 
only the firm’s sheet metalworking activities, but 
also its additive manufacturing service using a 
Dimension 1200es 3D printer. The laser scanner 
generates a CAD model of components for 
which there is no drawing or electronic data. It 
is altered as necessary, STL files are exported 
for printing the plastic part layer by layer and the 
customer is given both the component and the 
CAD file in any format.

The factory also houses four Hurco CNC 
machining centres including 5-axis models to 
manufacture prototype tooling and low volume 
production components around the clock. The 
output from these machines is also checked on 
the Nikon Metrology CMMs.

Laser diagonal tests can be used to measure 

diagonal positioning and reversal errors in 

accordance with B5.54 and ISO 230-6 standards.

Contact NIKON:

www.nikonmetrology.com

Contact Birmingham Prototypes:

www.birminghamprototypes.co.uk For further information on Renishaw’s calibration 

and performance monitoring products, 

www.renishaw.com/calibration.

Renishaw launched
a Linear diagonal measurement 
kit at EMO 2015.
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The company turned to Blum because the smallest 

workpieces produced are less than one millimetre 

wide and extremely precise. A microscope mounted 

on the vice – nothing is a more appropriate symbol 

of the manufacturing method at Stoffel GmbH which 

specialises in the development and manufacture of 

high-quality surgical and endoscopic instruments.

 The requirements are extreme, the spoons for the 

smallest biopsy forceps are 0.8 mm wide, the blade 

width on the edge of the spoon is just 0.01mm and the 

two blades must meet precisely when closed. There 

are many work stages to be carried out by hand, 

such as deburring, polishing and adjusting for perfect 

function or riveting of the forceps joint. 

Chip removal is carried out at Stoffel in a basement 

without air conditioning. The machines working there 

have computational temperature compensation, which 

calculates the compensation values using data such 

as travel distance, spindle speed and usage duration. 

In a normal manufacturing operation, that would 

function reliably, however, with frequent tool changes, 

internal compensation reaches its limits. 

The problem was discussed during a joint visit by 

Blum sales representative Erhard Strobel and the 

responsible ‘W&R’ machine tool dealer. The solution 

was the Z-Pico touch probe, which facilitates the very 

precise measurement of the length of the tools and the 

corresponding compensation of the axes.  Inside the 

probe is a high-precision linear guide which ensures 

there are absolutely no lateral forces, thereby enabling 

the measurement of very small, sensitive or long tools.

The two measurements for temperature compensation 

are only configured in the NC program after the rough 

machining operations, because these do not require a 

high degree of accuracy. 

The finishing tools are measured directly before 

machining, at which point the temperature behaviour 

of the tool holder is also considered. As each part is 

measured using the Z-Pico and the correction factor 

is continuously adjusted, all temperature fluctuations 

throughout the day are reliably intercepted. The 

Innovative Measuring Systems 
For Precision Instruments

Günter Stoffel Medizintechnik GmbH has turned to production metrology from Blum-Novotest for 
temperature compensation as well as other measuring tasks.

measuring process requires only a few seconds, 

because the tools are positioned for measurement 

shortly before the longest possible tool dimension with 

a rapid feed rate. 

In one of the machining centres, in which predominantly 

round-handled instruments are manufactured, a Blum 

LaserControl Micro Compact NT laser measuring 

system is used instead of the Z-Pico. When machining 

the round handles, the precision of the Y axis is of 

particular importance. This meant it was necessary to 

measure not only in the Z direction but also in the Y 

direction. 

Since Stoffel has been using the Blum laser, an increase 

in length is no longer an issue, the system corrects 

both the misalignment of the tool as well as the axis 

and the table itself. “Some NC operators mill a circular 

pocket in the surface of the machine table and touch 

this with a probe, but I think that is too uncertain,” 

explains Dieter Stoffel. “We have such small chips 

that one could become trapped in the pocket, thereby 

distorting the measurement. The laser measuring 

system is fitted with a special blowing system that 

cleans the reference tool prior to measurement – so it 

is always correct.” 

The production metrology from Blum has completely 

proven itself in Wurmlingen. The medical devices 

produced by Stoffel GmbH have also become more 

accurate thanks to the Blum measuring systems. 

“In the past, we measured manually and then manually 

entered the compensation values,” reports Dieter 

Stoffel. “If you made a mistake for any reason, it could 

lead to catastrophic crashes in the machine. Today, the 

machine stops automatically when the compensation 

value is greater than four hundredths.”

Above: A demonstration of the micro 

dimensions of the Stoffel parts measured

For Further Information:

www.blum-novotest.com
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The new Moore & Wright Digital Caliper, Digital Snap 

Micrometer and Digital Indicator all boast an RS232 

Digimatic SPC Data Output which is compatible with a 

range of other manufacturers equipment and can send 

measured sizes to all Microsoft Office programmes 

without the need for interim software. In addition, all 

three products share the same CR2032 battery which 

has an impressive life of up to 1 year. The Digital 

Caliper, Digital Snap Micrometer and Digital Indicator 

all include a direct imperial/metric conversion and 

resolution of 0.001mm /0.00005” and are IP54 rated. 

The Digital Caliper from Moore & Wright features 4 way 

measurement capability and a large LCD display. The 

Digital Snap Micrometer offers quick and repeatable 

measurement over 4 size steps up to 100mm, whilst 

reducing the risk of scratching delicate components 

due to its non-rotating spindle. The Digital Indicators 

features a pre-set capability and Go/No go tolerance 

function, covering 0 – 50.8mm with 3 indicators.

Moore & Wright’s Business Development Manager 

Phil Cadman said: “We are excited to be able to offer 

these innovative new products to our customers. 

All 3 products share the same output, battery and 

data cable, which offers convenience and ease of 

use. We pride our products on their high quality and 

affordability, whilst meeting the relevant DIN standard 

to guarantee accuracy.”

Moore & Wright has been designing, manufacturing 

and supplying precision measuring equipment to 

industries across the world for more than 100 years. 

The company’s ongoing investment in research and 

development ensure that it remains at the very forefront 

of global innovation.

Moore & Wright Add to Their Hand Tool Range
Moore & Wright is pleased to announce the release of 3 new hand tools all featuring a True Absolute Measuring 
System and Digimatic Output.

Full details of the Moore & Wright Digital 

Caliper, Digital Snap Micrometer and Digital 

Indicator can be found on the Bowers 

Group website at www.bowersgroup.co.uk
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For decades it has been used to manufacture 

aerospace parts including engine, fuel system, and 

landing-gear components, as well as other high-

stress, high-temperature parts. However, the surface 

integrity, and therefore safety, of EDM-machined 

aerospace components has been questioned. Here, 

specialist EDM equipment supplier, WMT, highlights 

how the surface integrity of EDM components is no 

longer such a major concern.

During the 1960s, EDM machines were manual sink 

EDMs that used relaxation generators with simple RC 

(resistor-capacitor) circuits. Copper electrodes were 

used as the early sink EDM machines were designed 

around this low-cost, electrically conductive material. 

These machines were not so accurate and slow. 

Though slow they could scrap a part in the blink of 

an eye, but it was the only technology capable of 

machining some complex geometries and the new 

exotic alloy materials being developed for aerospace 

use. 

The next decade witnessed the introduction of 

numerically controlled sink and wire EDMs. These 

machines used high-speed switching transistors in 

place of the RC circuits to generate AC instead of 

DC sparks. Brass wire was used on wire EDMs and 

graphite electrodes used on sinker machines. Of 

course, these machines were much faster than their 

predecessors but had a significant drawback. 

Surface cracking begin to appear 

As the aerospace industry discovered, the EDM 

process damaged the surface of the components 

being machined. This damage was a result of the 

heat generated by the EDM process, and consisted 

of the recast layer, or white layer, and an annealed 

Heat Affected Zone (HAZ), which lay directly below 

the hard recast layer. The recast layer is made up of 

molten metal particles that have been re-deposited 

onto the surface of the workpiece. “Both the HAZ and 

recast layer could also contain micro-cracks that could 

cause stress failures of safety critical components. 

These concerns resulted in aerospace manufacturers 

either developing or revising specifications on the use 

of EDM to manufacture components,” explains WMT 

managing director, Ian Holbeche. 

At this time, the HAZ and recast layers could be 0.1 

to 0.25 mm thick. One industry standard required that 

one and a half times the HAZ/recast area be removed 

by conventional machining or chemical etching. This 

requirement added an extra step in the manufacturing 

process, increasing delivery times, as well as adding 

extra costs related to more processes and waste 

disposal. 

Ian Holbeche says: “Many have referred to EDM 

in aerospace as a ‘necessary evil’ as the process is 

required to make many of the components used in 

aircraft because of the intricate shapes, tough alloys, 

and very tight tolerances involved. However, it also 

recognised the dangers of the damaged surfaces 

resulting from the process. The ‘burnt’ or carbonised 

material that comprises the recast layer could flake 

off of EDM-machined components during operation, 

producing potentially damaging contamination within 

the assembly housing of these components. If an EDM 

machined part requires anodizing after machining, the 

recast layer could interfere with the coating process. 

Similarly, the HAZ left behind by the EDM process was 

softer than the underlying material. This annealed zone 

could weaken prematurely and cause the material to 

develop stress fractures that could lead to anything 

from a minor malfunction to a catastrophic failure.” 

During the 80s and 90s, EDM generators continued 

to be refined. More advanced circuits were used to 

filter out noise, control spark generation, monitor spark 

gaps, and automatically make continuous adjustments 

to the burn conditions. These refinements resulted in 

a more stable, predictable, and safe process. Newer 

high-tech generators produced less recast layer, a 

smaller HAZ, and were less likely to compromise the 

surface integrity of the components. Improvements to 

wire, graphite, and dielectric oils also contributed to a 

Under the skin of EDM
in the aerospace industry

Essentially every commercial, scientific, and military aeronautical and aerospace piece of hardware has used 

parts manufactured in part, or completely, using the EDM process.
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safer burn for those industries concerned with recast, 

HAZ, and micro-cracking. 

Even though EDM technology had improved the 

aerospace industry was still using antiquated 

EDM machining specifications, based on machine 

technology from the 1970s. Modern EDM machines 

have significantly evolved from their predecessors. 

Today, detailed testing has shown EDM machines 

leave no measurable HAZ and produce recast layers 

of less than 0.01 mm. Micro-cracks are almost non-

existent. These machines can produce components 

with finishes measuring 0.5 micron Ry, tolerances in 

the sub-micron range, and leave the surface of any 

part virtually undamaged. 

“Manufacturing demands are driving EDM machine 

manufacturers to develop machines that will maintain 

extreme accuracy while completing jobs faster,” Ian 

Holbeche states. “Wire diameters have been reduced 

to just 0.02 mm, and fine-hole drilling machines can 

produce clean, accurate holes measuring just 11 

micron in diameter.” 

AE for wire

The application of EDM as a process requires 

electrolysis, the production of chemical changes by the 

passage of an electrical current through an electrolyte 

(a non-metallic electrical conductor through which 

current is carried by the movement of agitated ions).

During wire EDM operation stray energy in the dielectric 

fluid, produced by the cutting process itself, interacts 

with contaminants in the flushing fluid to disrupt the 

surface of the workpiece. The major result of this 

process in all materials is an increased heat-affected 

zone, or white layer, on the surface. Depending upon 

the workpiece material being cut, the visible results of 

this action will vary.

The current-carrying EDM wire commonly discharges 

particles as well as produces the cutting action on the 

workpiece. The stray current, once thought inevitable, 

causes detrimental surface effects such as bluing of 

titanium; cobalt binder depletion of carbide; anodic 

oxidation of aluminium; rusting of ferrous materials, 

and eventual micro-cracking of all materials.

This last effect had prohibited increased use of wire 

EDM in medical, aerospace and ordnance applications 

because that condition would render parts either 

unsafe or inoperable to the specifications required.

So, the challenge facing EDM builders was to engineer 

a power supply that would minimise, or even eliminate, 

the interaction of the stray current and contaminants 

on the workpiece surface. Various builders have taken 

various routes to solve this with anti-electrolysis (AE) 

generators. ONA offers its Easycut generator, which 

provides a cut that is 100 per cent free from electrolyte 

corrosion, without affecting the speed of 450 mm2/

min with 0.33 mm diameter wire, while also preserving 

the surface integrity of the material being cut, with a 

surface finish of 0.2 micron Ra – 6 VDI. Featuring new 

technology, Excetek’s range of wire EDM machine 

tools are equipped with its EF Electrolysis Free AC 

generator that has RTS (real-time sparking). With an 

extremely fast response time RTS provides feedback 

to negate ineffective discharges by automatically 

adjusting cutting conditions to improve machining 

efficiency.

Ian Holbeche concludes: “The aerospace and other 

leading industry sectors have recognised that EDM is a 

valuable, viable process to manufacture components. 

However, early EDM machines compromised the 

surface integrity of these components. Therefore, 

secondary machining operations, including grinding, 

milling, or chemical etching, were required to remove 

recast, HAZ, and micro-cracks. Industry testing 

indicates today’s technologically advanced machines 

do not damage the surface of the material as in the 

past. As a result, manufacturers may now be able to 

use EDM to manufacture more components, possibly 

eliminating secondary machining operations, reducing 

costs and decreasing delivery times.”

For Further Information:

Warwick Machine Tools

Tel: 01676 534534

www.warwickmachinetools.co.uk
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The company’s latest two buildings and the acquisition 

of three new machines, two large-capacity machining 

centres and a coordinate measuring machine (CMM), 

represent an investment of over £1 million. One of the 

machining centres, a Japanese-built 5-axis Makino 

MCD 2016 horizontal-spindle, twin-pallet model, is 

noteworthy as being one of only four such machines 

in the UK, the other three being under one roof in the 

South West. 

Interestingly, BCW’s technical director and group 

engineering director both worked for another 

aerospace subcontractor where the machine was 

previously installed. Together with engineers from Track 

Machine Tools Ltd, a division of BCW Engineering, 

and supported by the service department at NCMT, 

Makino’s sole UK agent, they were responsible for 

refurbishing the MCD 2016 over a 10-week period.

The machine promotes BCW’s status in the aerospace 

supply chain. It has a working envelope of 2,000 x 

1,600 x 1,300 mm and the rotary table can accept 

workpieces weighing up to 10 tonnes. The 50-taper 

spindle with through-spindle coolant is rated at 

15,000 rpm / 50 kW, making it ideal for machining 

aluminium structurals for aircraft. Indeed, the machine 

specification when it was built in 2007 was for the 

manufacture of Airbus gear ribs. 

With this in mind, a 99-position tool magazine 

was provided, as well as a 25-degree angle head 

positioned by a 360-degree C-axis and exchanged 

with the assistance of a semi-automatic, powered 

head changer. Linear scales are fitted in X, Y and Z 

for high precision positional feedback to the Makino 

MPC-2 / Fanuc 16MC control. Operation of a similar 

machine may be viewed at www.youtube.com/

watch?v=aGYAekRupb4

A Dahlih DCM 3216 gantry-type, three-axis, vertical-

spindle machining centre with 3,000 x 2,000 x 

1,600 metre working envelope and a large Wenzel 

gantry CMM complete this round of investment by 

BCW, a company that since its launch in 2002 has 

continually reinvested heavily in plant, personnel and 

infrastructure.

The latest equipment joins many smaller prismatic 

metalcutting machines and turn-milling centres in 

other factory units within BCW, where aircraft parts 

have been produced virtually since the company was 

established. They include engine parts, landing gear 

equipment and safety-critical items, machined from a 

variety of materials.

Operations director Trevor Cassie said, “Manufacture 

of aircraft parts has always been a key focus at BCW, 

as evidenced by our accreditation to AS9100 Rev C 

in 2010.

“We also hold many customer-specific approvals, 

including Safran and BAE Systems since 2008, Aircelle 

a year later and Messier Dowty in 2012, both part of 

the Safran group, Wesco Aircraft, Unison GE and most 

recently GKN Aerospace, which we gained in August 

2015.

“The North West is home to the largest aerospace 

cluster in Europe, adding over £7 billion to the UK 

economy, according to The North West Aerospace 

Alliance, of which we are a member.”

New facility in the North West 
for subcontract machining of aircraft structurals

A new, 17,500 sq ft factory was opened in October 2015 by Burnley subcontractor, BCW Engineering 

and a second, similar unit is being built next door specifically to drive the firm’s expansion in 

the aerospace industry. The extra floor area brings the total factory space occupied by BCW in 

Burnley to more than 100,000 sq ft.

BCW Engineering Ltd,

www.bcw-engineering.co.uk

NCMT Limited

www.ncmt.co.uk
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Business is good for Aerotech and this success has 

been built on the knowledge and skills available to it. 

“We are proud to say that much of our business, in 

excess of 80 per cent, comes from repeat customers. 

Much of this is down to how we have structured the 

business to provide an unusually comprehensive 

in-house CNC milling and turning service that can 

accommodate requirements from the very small to 

the very large. Also, by working with long-established 

strategic partners in areas such as fabrication, sheet 

metal work and finishing we are able to undertake 

and manage large packages of work. The theory is to 

maximise the scope we can offer with a single point of 

contact for the customer, minimising their transactions 

and associated management commitments. This is 

proving to be of particular interest to those companies, 

and there are many, who are looking to rationalise or in 

some cases reduce the size of their supply chains. Our 

business has grown in such a way that we are strong 

commercially and financially which not only provides 

peace of mind to our customers and but also allows us 

the ability and security to invest when required”, says 

Aaron Houston, Aerotech’s Business Development 

Manager.

In order to ensure continuity of skills Aerotech 

instigated an apprentice training programme, taking on 

three apprentices every year who undergo a mixture 

of on and off the job training. One of the challenges 

face by Aerotech was the blending of skills learnt by 

apprentices at college and in the company’s training 

environment to the ‘real-life’ world on the shop floor, 

so it invested in a number of machines to fill that 

need. Already a user of the XYZ ProtoTRAK system 

the choice of three new milling machines, an XYZ 

SMX 2000 and two XYZ SMX SLV turret mills was 

an obvious choice.  “The user-friendly nature of the 

ProtoTRAK control system was a key factor in our 

decision to purchase more XYZ machines, as well as 

the excellent customer support that we experienced 

on our previous XYZ machines. For Aerotech it is 

important that our apprentices understand the feel 

of different types of metal cutting. Anyone can learn 

to programme using CNC controls but the real skill is 

understanding what you’re asking the CNC machine to 

do is achievable. The ProtoTRAK equipped mills and 

lathes that we have help us to provide that experience 

and provide a bridge between the training environment 

and the shopfloor,” says Roger Foley, Director, 

Aerotech Precision Manufacturing.

The XYZ SMX turret mill range covers many bases, 

with the smallest machine in the range, the XYZ EMX 

machine with a 2.25 kw (3 HP) variable speed spindle 

and axis travels of 660 mm, 305 mm and 406 mm in 

x, y and z. The larger XYZ SMX 2000 has the same 

spindle as the EMX, but features a larger working 

envelope with a table measuring 1270 mm by 254 mm. 

With the SMX SLV, XYZ has created one of the largest 

turret mills available with an X axis travel of 1000 mm. 

This is backed up by a more powerful variable speed 

3.75 kw (5hp) spindle with a speed range of 70 – 3600 

revs/min. The SMX SLV also features hardened box 

slideways making it capable of heavy-duty work. The 

SMX ProtoTRAK control fitted to XYZ’s machines at 

Aerotech can provide 2 or 3 axis control and features 

conversational cycles for a multitude of pocket, profile 

and thread milling, as well as drilling and tapping of 

single holes and bolt hole patterns. The AGE profiling 

software also removes the need for lengthy calculations 

by the operator as ProtoTRAK comes with a ‘Guess’ 

key, where if a dimension is missing the user simply 

approximates its position and the control works out the 

rest. The control is also capable of 3D profiling with 

an on-board DNC capability and capacity to handle 

virtually unlimited program sizes.      

Even though Aerotech was already an experienced 

user of the ProtoTRAK control it took full advantage of 

the free training provided by XYZ to anyone purchasing 

one of its machines, with three apprentices visiting 

XYZ’s Burlescombe headquarters to complete their 

off-site training on the machines and control system.

Aerotech Looks To The Future
As a leading subcontractor to the aerospace, defence and nuclear industries, Poole-based Aerotech 

Precision Manufacturing recognises that developing and maintaining skills is the only way in which to 

secure its future. Therefore, apprentice training is a priority and recent investments support the company’s 

determination to stay ahead of the competition.

For Further Information:

XYZ Machine Tools

Tel: 01823 674 200 

E-mail: sales@xyzmachinetools.com 

Website: http://www.xyzmachinetools.com
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Acquired as a single order placed with Sodi-Tech 

EDM, the company has installed the latest Sodick 

SLC600G wire, AD35L die sink and K3HN hole-drill 

EDM machines. Offering speeds in excess of 50% 

faster than C&K’s previous EDM capability, the new 

Sodick machines are delivering a substantial reduction 

in tooling costs for the company’s customers.

With over 40 years of history, C&K Extrusions is a 

25-employee, family owned manufacturer of extruded 

profiles from a wide range of materials which are utilised 

across industries that include construction, electrical/

electronic, agriculture, automotive and packaging, with 

the latter also providing an important export market. 

The company has attained an enviable reputation 

for fast, innovative design solutions and high quality 

of service. Year-on-year the ISO9001 accredited 

business reinvests in state-of-the-art manufacturing 

equipment, and this year it has been the toolroom’s 

turn to see new machinery arrive.

“We wanted to impart a wholesale modernisation of 

our tooling facility for two reasons: to create greater 

flexibility in tooling manufacture by introducing 24 

hour operations, and to drive a substantial reduction 

in tooling system costs for our customers,” explains 

managing director, Jack Ciupka.

Mr Ciupka says that the trio of machines was selected 

following a detailed benchmarking exercise, with 

Sodick topping the list for a number of reasons, 

including machine capabilities that allow greater tool 

design freedom; a user-friendly operating system; and 

excellent support and training from Sodi-Tech EDM.

“The machines are incredibly versatile,” he states. 

“The SLC600G, for example, offers 6-8-axis capability 

which creates any number of possibilities from a tool 

design perspective. This is important because we work 

with customers from start-ups to blue chip companies, 

to help design and develop solutions that meet their 

needs. Whether the challenge is form, fit, function, 

materials or colour – we can help.” 

C&K Extrusion’s design team helps customers visualise 

concepts using the latest 3D CAD software, which in 

turn is networked to the company’s CNC facility. Along 

with tooling that is quickly and accurately engineered 

for testing using the Sodick EDM machines, C&K’s 

in-house capabilities ensure that the company can 

respond rapidly to customer requests and assist 

from initial concept to final production, implementing 

modification as required, to provide accurate, high 

quality extrusions. 

Some extrusions are made from flexible or co-extruded 

materials, although the majority of parts are rigid. 

With very demanding control of tolerances and wall 

thickness that vary from 0.3 mm upward, products 

extend from complex window and roof line profiles, 

through to simple pipe/conduit and any number of 

single and twin wall profiles. 

Although there is some small batch tooling work at 

C&K, most of the extrusion tools are 1-offs, typically 

with high tolerance (micron level) requirements. 

Materials are largely tool steels, although brass, 

aluminium and tungsten are also machined. 

“Acquiring the Sodick machines has been a major 

investment on our part, however, we felt the need for 

a combination of machines to generate competitive 

advantage across the range of tools we produce,” 

C&K Extrusions Ltd Cuts Tooling Costs
With Three New Sodick Machines

Tonbridge-based C&K Extrusions Ltd, a long-established and successful thermoplastic extrusion company, is 

now exploiting the advantages offered by the latest Sodick EDM technology.
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says Mr Ciupka. “I’m pleased to report that, thanks 

to 24-hour operations and speeds some 50% faster 

than we were previously able to achieve, we have been 

able to reduce tooling costs considerably. In short, the 

benefits have been immense.”

Mr Ciupka is also impressed with the service offered by 

Sodi-Tech, stating that C&K Extrusions “receives world 

class training and sales/spares support”. Indeed, 

training is currently ongoing to ensure the company’s 

operator/programmers become even more adept at 

maximising the competitive gain on offer from these 

advanced machines.

“As we progress along the learning curve, so will we 

further increase our capability and machine utilisation,” 

says Mr Ciupka. “Sodi-Tech have been extraordinarily 

supportive throughout the process and delivered 

exactly what they promised.”

C&K Extrusions Ltd

Tel 01732 771009, 

email: admin@ckextrusions.co.uk 

www.ckextrusions.co.uk

Sodi-Tech EDM Ltd

Tel: 024.76.511677, 

email: sales@sodi-techedm.co.uk 

www.sodi-techedm.co.uk

EDM ID
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Currently occupying 21,000 ft2 of industrial real estate 

in Totnes, South West England, Amtek Precision 

Engineers has come a long way from its humble 

beginnings in 1984. Back then the fledgling company 

was struggling to find suitable facilities for its machine 

tools. As Managing Director, Mike Jones, recalls: 

“I had been searching for a while before my wife, 

Helen, found units in the sleepy fishing village of Stoke 

Gabriel. We managed to secure 1,000 ft2 for £21 a 

week and one of my best business decisions followed, 

when Helen become a partner in the business. Today, 

she is Financial Director.”

When the owner of the units in Stoke Gabriel put forward 

plans to develop the land for housing a new location 

was required. Having acquired the first two units at the 

company’s current site the staff and equipment moved 

the few miles up the road. Establishing a reputation 

for exceptional quality resulted in a growing demand 

for Amtek’s services: “This created more work than 

we could handle and that is still the case today,” Mike 

Jones says.

The foundation of the company’s reputation came 

from a number of sources. The first was the choice of 

materials. With a background in aeronautical materials 

gained in the Middle East, Mike Jones used his 

experience to the company’s advantage. He says: “I 

looked at the other mould making companies around 

and while their moulds were good, I thought we could 

do better. We invested in the highest grade quality 

steel and best standard components where necessary, 

which resulted in zero repairs coming back from the 

customers and from there we really took off.”

Next was the knowledgeable and enthusiastic 

staff; many of which have completed toolmaking 

apprenticeships with local engineering companies 

and have remained with Amtek, growing in parallel 

with the company. Danny Grant is a prime example 

of growing with the company, having joined in 1997 

he has progressed to the role of Senior Development 

Manager. 

Here he brings his practical programming and 

machining experience to the fore. As he says: 

“Just because you can make something a certain 

way it doesn’t mean you should. There are many 

considerations that should be looked at before an 

informed choice is made. The initial cost of producing 

a mould tool is relatively high, and the size has a direct 

impact on the price of both the injection equipment 

and the tool; so the customer will look to us to keep 

everything as small as possible. 

“We have to work outwards from the cavities, ensuring 

there is enough material between the high pressure 

injected plastic material and the heating and cooling 

channels, so that it does not rupture. All to tolerances 

we apply are a factor of 10 times better than any 

Amtek’s
Pearl Of Wisdom    

As Amtek Precision Engineers celebrates its 30th anniversary the company finds itself in a strong position, 

ready to face the challenges of the future. Orders and enquiries for the high precision multi-cavity caps and 

closures injection mould tools and complex CNC components that the company has become synonymous for 

are at an all-time high. And, ongoing investment in staff and manufacturing technology is ensuring that the 

business will continue to meet and often exceed customer demands.  
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specified by the customer, that is how we can provide 

a 1 million shot warranty on our tools.”

Along with the experienced staff new blood is required 

to support the future plans of the business. “We 

see apprenticeships as an important step towards 

narrowing the skills gap in the engineering industry, 

we already have a number of apprentices here and 

are looking to start three more on the programme. 

The Government has been very pro-active in its 

support and it is good to see we are starting to get 

the intelligent youngsters back into engineering,” Mike 

Jones states.

Making up the final part of the equation are the high 

quality machine tools that Amtek invest in. Typically, 

the company will purchase Japanese or Swiss 

technology with an emphasis on automation for 

unmanned overnight operation to support the 22 staff 

working during the day. 

The 20-pallet Mikron HSM 400 on the shopfloor fits 

these parameters perfectly says Mike Jones: “We 

purchased the first HSM 400 produced; I believe 

that machine can do the work of 20 good men with 

20 milling machines. The quality and accuracy is 

phenomenal, which was one of the key reasons 

we followed up with the purchase of the Mikron 

65,000 rpm Graphite Master. This has allowed us to 

switch from copper to predominantly graphite EDM 

electrodes for our die sink machines, supporting our 

ability to create highly detailed mould cavities and 

mirror-like finishing.” 

Electro discharge machining features prominently 

and Amtek was one of the early adopters of Swiss 

CNC spark erosion. More recently the company has 

invested in both wire and sink EDM technology from 

one of Japan’s leading providers, Sodick. 

Although the majority of the programming for the die 

sink machines is done at the controller, the complexity 

of the NC code required for the Mikron machines, the 

Mazak Integrex mill-turn centre and the wire EDMs 

means it is more efficient to produce the program using 

the company’s CAD/CAM office that is equipped with 

AutoCAD, SolidWorks and Delcam’s FeatureCAM.

Danny Grant says: “The introduction of hard turning 

technology to replace cylindrical grinding was another 

significant step forward for us, improving efficiency 

dramatically and helping us meet the customers’ 

project lead times.”

Customers that rely on Amtek’s knowledge and advice 

include leading soft drinks producers and high-end 

distilleries, as well as medical and pharmaceutical 

caps and closures. “Industry figures state that around 

800 million caps and closures are made every year,” 

explains Mike Jones. “While the sector that demands 

the majority of our capacity varies each year, we do 

know the suites of tools we manufacture here in the UK 

are used by customers across the globe. At our level of 

quality we don’t have much of a threat from China, the 

best of the Swiss and the German mould toolmakers 

are our competition.”

For Further Information:

Amtek Precision Engineers Limited

Tel: 01803 865665

www.amtek-precision.co.uk
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It is part of an ongoing upgrading of the company’s 

manufacturing facility, which occupies 25,000 sq ft on 

a 13-acre freehold site in Eastleigh, Hampshire.

The last three years has also seen an increase in staff 

from 35 to 50, mainly shop floor personnel, including 

four new apprentices to bring the total to six. Half are 

studying at Eastleigh College while the others are with 

Southampton Engineering Training Association. The 

subcontractor is a keen advocate of growing its own 

talent and has been running its apprentice scheme 

virtually since George William Martin founded the 

company in 1959.

An established supplier to the defence and automotive 

industries, the company has seen particularly 

good trading conditions in these sectors over 

the past couple of years and is now keen to start 

approaching aerospace primes. It already holds ISO 

9001:2008 quality and ISO 14001:2004 environmental 

accreditations and is working towards AS9100 

approval for aerospace quality management. Another 

target is green energy, especially nuclear and offshore 

wind.

Managing director Stuart Yalden, grandson of the 

founder, believes that the company is ideally placed 

to produce components for these new markets due 

to its expertise in machining difficult materials to tight 

tolerances for the defence industry. Various grades of 

stainless steel account for a large part of throughput. 

Alloyed and heat treated steels are also routinely 

processed at the factory, along with other materials 

such as brass, aluminium and plastics.

The core business is round-the-clock CNC machining 

of high quality, medium to high volumes of components 

in batches from 100- to 1,000,000-off. National 

and international clients span a wide manufacturing 

spectrum which includes the electrical, filtration and 

medical sectors. Company policy is to continually 

invest in the latest machine tool technology to deliver 

high quality components at competitive prices.

Triple-turret lathe cuts cycle time by more 
than one-third

An example of this policy is the recently installed 

Index C200 lathe, which is the first triple-turret CNC 

turn-milling centre on site. GW Martin has used twin-

opposed-spindle twin-turret lathes (G200s and ABCs) 

from the same German manufacturer for over 15 years 

and is familiar with their strengths, but one particular 

long-running job prompted the purchase of the C200 

with its extra turret. 

It involves machining a connector that requires a 

modest amount of driven tool work but a lot of turning 

from brass bar. The problem on a twin-turret lathe 

was that the design of the part made it impossible 

to anywhere near balance the machining times at the 

main and counter spindles. 

The overall cycle time was 4 minutes 24 seconds, 

dictated by work performed at the main spindle, while 

simultaneous cutting at the counter spindle had to be 

restricted to a little over a minute. By employing the 

third turret, the two operations are now much more 

closely balanced and the cycle has been reduced to 

2 minutes 47 seconds. The 37 per cent time saving 

significantly lowered unit production cost and justified 

the purchase of the new lathe.

Fanuc control option on Index ABCs

At the request of GW Martin, the two latest Index 

twin-turret ABC turn-mill bar automatics at Eastleigh 

are fitted with the Fanuc 31iB CNC option, rather than 

a Siemens control. Apart from Index lathes, all other 

machine tools on the shop floor have the Japanese 

manufacturer’s ISO control.

It is a simple matter to transfer pre-existing cycles from 

Index machines to the new control, according to the 

subcontractor’s production manager, Paul Skelton. He 

added that commonality of programs across the shop 

floor and the ability to swap them between Fanuc-

controlled machines is beneficial and allows optimal 

use of plant. Most programs are prepared off-line 

at the factory, although manual data input of some 

simpler cycles maintains skill levels on the shop floor.

In conclusion, Mr Yalden said, “We are keen to 

speak with companies, particularly in aerospace and 

energy but also across the board, that are looking for 

additional capacity.”

Subcontractor Invests In Plant And People
To Target Aerospace And Energy Sectors

Family-owned subcontract machining and assembly specialist, GW Martin, has invested over £1 million in new 

machine tools since 2012, including three Index CNC lathes from Geo Kingsbury, installed in April this year.

For Further Information:

www.gwmartin.co.uk
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Hexagon Metrology Introduces the TubeShaper

Software for Tube Inspection
TubeShaper is a completely new product designed 

specifically to apply the versatile measurement 

capabilities of the ROMER Absolute Arm coordinate 

measuring machine (CMM) to applications such as 

tube production, tube and pipe inspection, reverse 

engineering of tubes and tube assemblies, and tube 

gauging. Leveraging three decades of metrology 

expertise in tube inspection, the product was 

developed in close collaboration with some of the 

world’s leading tube producers. The scalable system 

will meet the needs of engineers, quality managers and 

shop-floor users all around the factory.

TubeShaper offers a number of user-friendly features 

and is based on an intuitive graphical user interface 

with two operator access profiles. Measurement plans 

can be created automatically in first-part inspection 

or set up offline prior to measurement, making batch 

measurements faster while guaranteeing repeatability. 

An advanced CAD engine enables the import and 

export of tube data in various formats, as well as the 

inspection of full tube assemblies including welded 

brackets, hangers and flanges. The software can 

interface directly with one or more CNC tube benders.

As a result, correctional data can calculated and 

applied within the production cycle, which streamlines 

operations and almost completely eliminates scrap.

“The ROMER Absolute Arm has become a metrology 

fixture in a huge range of industries, so it’s easy to 

forget that the first portable measuring arms were 

developed for tube measurement,” notes Stephan 

Amann, Product Line Manager at Hexagon Metrology. 

“With its modern look and feel, versatile functionality 

and wide-ranging application potential, TubeShaper 

will bring the use of the arm to the forefront once again. 

The user experience is completely different to previous 

tube measurement software options, and we’re really 

excited to bring a package like this to market.”

TubeShaper is available as part of the Hexagon 

Metrology Tube Inspection System or as a standalone 

software for use with existing Hexagon Metrology 

portable measuring arm systems. More information 

is available through Hexagon Metrology commercial 

operations and authorized dealers.

About Hexagon Metrology

Hexagon Metrology offers a comprehensive range 

of products and services for all industrial metrology 

applications in sectors such as automotive, 

aerospace, energy and medical. We support our 

customers with actionable measurement information 

along the complete life cycle of a product – from 

development and design to production, assembly and 

final inspection.

With more than 20 production facilities and 70 

Precision Centers for service and demonstrations, 

and a network of over 100 distribution partners on five 

continents, we empower our customers to fully control 

their manufacturing processes, enhancing the quality 

of products and increasing efficiency in manufacturing 

plants around the world.

Hexagon Metrology announced the release of its much-anticipated TubeShaper software for the portable 

ROMER Absolute Arm tube inspection solution.

For more information, visit 

www.hexagonmetrology.com

Developed to improve both technical knowledge 

and operational skills, Heidenhain Interactive 

Training (HIT) offers a step-by-step format to 

promote ease of understanding and use.

Called HIT Turning, the new module is designed 

to teach lathe operators of any skill level, from 

new to experienced, how to extract maximum 

benefit from the CNC system, which is fitted to a 

wide range of different makes of turning machine 

manufactured around the world. The applicability 

of the material is therefore global, which is why it 

has been published in seven languages including 

English.

Practical and accessible training in DIN 

ISO programing is provided, together with 

interactive examples, tasks and exercises. The 

material combines clear explanations of lathe 

programming principles, on-screen animations 

of lathe functionality, a detailed training workbook 

and example exercises. Users can take regular tests to 

check what has been learnt.

The software is available with a license for either a 

single station or a network and is accessible online 

at http://training.heidenhain.co.uk/en_UK/hit as 

is the workbook. A free demonstration version of the 

software can be downloaded, as well as selected 

chapters from the workbook for evaluation.

New Heidenhain training material for lathe CNCs
Control system manufacturer, Heidenhain, has introduced a new, PC-based, interactive training 

package that covers the basics, operation and programming of the company’s lathe controls. 
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CGTech used the event to provide customers with a feature review of the latest release of VERICUT, 

V7.4, the world’s most advanced independent CNC machine tool simulation and optimisation 

software, and a taste of the physics-based optimisation FORCE module.

John Reed, CGTech Managing Director, welcomed everyone to VUE 2015, with an overview of 

the changing market faced by the manufacturing industry sectors that are supported by VERICUT 

across the globe, such as aerospace, automotive and motorsports, medical, power generation, oil 

and gas, as well as consumer 

products. He explained: “We 

partner with the world’s leading 

machine tool manufacturers and 

distributors, CAD, CAM and PLM 

software developers, cutting tool 

and tool management companies, 

which is why VERICUT is firmly 

established as the world’s leading 

independent CNC simulation and verification software. As such, we all face the same challenges from 

the manufacturing industry: increase efficiencies and remove waste.”

The company’s tech team provided a feature review for VERICUT 7.4, highlighting the first thing a user 

will notice is a Welcome Screen that automatically displays when first launching a VERICUT session. 

The Welcome Screen provides access to commonly used first actions for a VERICUT session. The 

VERICUT user interface continues to get more customisable. 

Guest speaker for the day was Dr Robert Pleming, CEO of the ‘Vulcan to the sky’ project that, in 2007, 

after nearly two years of intense engineering activity achieved a test flight of the restored Avro Vulcan 

XH558, some 14 years after its last flight. Sadly, the ‘Cold War’ bird is now retired having made a final 

farewell flight across much of the UK on Wednesday, 28 October 2015.

Over 120 people attended 
CGTech’s latest VUE 2015

(VERICUT Users Exchange), held at the prestigious facilities 
at Williams F1, Oxfordshire.

For further information:

www.cgtech.co.uk

Further to interest sparked on the exhibition stand in 

Moscow, a potential new Russian customer for SolidCAM 

recently saw the short period it took to program their part 

with iMachining along with the great savings in cycle 

time on their  HAAS VF 3aq CNC machine. Following 

a live cutting demonstration in which the cycle saved a 

whopping 75% in steel!!

iMachining success
75% cycle time saving in Steel!

To find out how iMachining can benefit your   

machining cycle visit www.solidcam.com

For Further Information Visit:

www.delcam.co.uk

Delcam’s PowerMILL CAM software has been chosen for 

a new service from Star Prototype that combines additive 

and subtractive manufacturing.  The new service, which 

Star Prototype calls AddSub Manufacturing, combines 

metal 3D printing and five-axis CNC machining to deliver 

quickly complex, low-volume components that would 

previously have required the input of two separate 

bureaux.

British-owned Star Prototype has been based in 

Guandong Province, China, for over ten years, where 

it has been breaking manufacturing ground by using 

a combination of new technologies, including 3D 

printing, alongside their traditional counterparts like 

CNC machining to deliver top-quality parts for a host of 

applications.  The company developed the new service 

after it identified a significant demand for a one-stop-shop 

for such components.

Delcam’s PowerMILL chosen
for new additive/subtractive service

This joint from Star Prototype combines the 
design flexibility of additive manufacturing 
with the accuracy and surface finish 
possible with machining
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The agreements cover machine sales, installation, 

commissioning and service support. Asquith Butler is 

delighted with its success so far, having sold a number 

these cutting edge machines into the UK market.

The Spanish firm Zayer has also been particularly 

successful across Europe and in its home market 

in the last 18 months. For example, it has sold two 

large 5-axis machines for toolmaking, one to Audi 

Tooling Barcelona and another to Batz, located near 

Bilbao, which manufactures stamping tools for vehicle 

component production. The company supplies JLR, 

BMW, Volvo and other famous marques.

Paul Hinchliffe, managing director of Asquith Butler 

based in Brighouse, West Yorkshire, sees considerable 

potential for these machines in the UK, especially in 

the automotive sector. Here he describes Zayer’s two 

latest projects to provide a flavour of the manufacturer’s 

capabilities and strengths.

Audi Tooling Barcelona’s new tryout centre

Acceptance of the Zayer TEBAS 6000 by Audi Tooling 

Barcelona was completed in April 2014. The machine 

has gone into the firm’s 4,000 sq m Tryout Center 

in Martorell, opened in March 2014, where it makes 

die sets for producing car body parts. These are 

extensively tested before delivery to customers. The 

investment, which included the installation of three 

2,500-tonne tryout presses, has doubled the number 

of people employed at the site to 110.

The 5-axis TEBAS 6000 completed the equipment 

installed at the new centre. Boasting very high 

volumetric accuracy, the machine has two universal, 

automatic milling heads capable of being orientated 

in 360,000 positions. One is a 45-degree mechanical 

head powered by a 45 kW German-made Kessler 

motor offering spindle speeds up to 6,000 rpm, while 

the other is a 30-degree head with a 23 kW, 24,000 

rpm electrospindle ideal for fine finishing cycles. All 

Zayer heads are renowned for their compactness and 

reliability. 

The fully enclosed machine has a 6,200 by 2,500 

mm table and distance between columns of 3,500 

mm. Travels in X, Y and Z are 6,000 mm, 4,250 mm 

and 1,500 mm respectively. Cameras are positioned 

under the cross beam and there are probes for tool 

measurement and for use with Zayer’s proprietary 

ICAL system for automatically calibrating the milling 

heads. Control is by a Heidenhain iTNC 530 HSCI 

contouring CNC system with all-digital interfaces. The 

machine is distinguished by its polymer concrete bed 

mounted on springs to prevent vibrations affecting the 

surface finish of the dies.

The new facility significantly enhances the quality and 

speed of support that Audi Tooling Barcelona provides 

to Audi’s production plants worldwide as well as to its 

main customer, SEAT.

High speed, 5-axis finishing at Batz

Founded in 1963, Batz is part of Mondragon, the 

largest cooperative industrial group in the world. The 

firm’s headquarters are in Igorre, 20 km from Bilbao 

and 1,500 people are employed in more than 15 

facilities worldwide.

5-AXIS MACHINING
OF LARGE AUTOMOTIVE TOOLS

Over the last 18 months, Asquith Butler, a long-established British machine tool manufacturer synonymous with 

its range of large capacity, travelling gantry (vertical) and travelling column (horizontal) machining centres, 

has become the exclusive UK distributor for a range of high quality machining centres from three European 

manufacturers, Zayer, Sahos and Mubea Systems.
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Stamping dies have been produced since the start. It 

was supplemented in 1982 by an automotive systems 

division for series production of vehicle components. 

More recently, the company has focused on new and 

lightweight materials, particularly for the aerospace 

industry, while renewable energy is another area of 

activity.

For its core business of stamping die manufacture, 

capacity issues meant that a dedicated machining 

centre was needed for finishing large dies, for which 

purpose a Zayer MEMPHIS 7000 high speed, 5-axis 

machining centre has been installed. 

Longitudinal travel is 7,000 mm, distance between 

columns is 5,000 mm, and dies are fixtured on a 

table measuring 6,500 mm by 4,000 mm which can 

support 15 tonnes per square metre. Very high levels 

of productivity are ensured by cutting feed rates up to 

20 m/min and 40 m/min rapids.

The gantry-type machine was supplied with four 

spindle heads that can be automatically exchanged, 

providing an unrivalled level of versatility in production. 

One head is rated at 43 kW / 6,000 rpm and there is 

a 30-degree head of the same rating offering 360,000 

positions in 0.001-degree increments. An extended, 

L-shaped, 12 kW head is for machining awkward 

areas within dies at up to 2,000 rpm, while the fourth 

head carries a 23 kW electrospindle capable of finish 

milling at speeds up to a maximum of 18,000 rpm.

Asquith Butler Ltd

Tel: +44 (0)1484 726620. 

www.asquithbutler.com

IDSupplier Focus
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Additive Manufacturing

The process, which was mainly used for rapid 

prototyping in the early years, is increasingly making 

fully-fledged series production possible in many areas. 

Customers in a range of industries are constantly 

developing new applications, particularly in the medical 

and aerospace sectors. 

Dr Tobias Abeln, Chief Technical Officer said, 

“Consistent and repeatable part quality is essential 

for series production applications. With its quality 

assurance concept, EOS has optimised the three 

technological elements of additive manufacturing that 

have a direct influence on the quality of an additively 

manufactured component, namely system, material 

and process.”

At the company’s headquarters in Krailling, there is 

an area of around 2,300 m² reserved for 70 additive 

manufacturing systems that are used for research 

and development into the manufacture of polymer 

and metal products, quality assurance, applications 

and training. At the EOS Oy plant in Finland, fifteen 

systems are being used for development, qualification 

and quality assurance of metal materials. An additional 

20 systems are available at the international EOS 

technology centres in the US, Singapore and China.

Since 1998, EOS GmbH has been certified to ISO 

9001:2008 for the development, manufacture, sales 

and service of systems and solutions for additive 

manufacturing using laser sintering technology. 

Numerous quality assurance measures are in place 

to guarantee the reliable observance of manufacturing 

standards during the production of metal parts. 

They are tested and validated within the context of 

the EOS machine acceptance test, during which 

defined reference parts are manufactured and then 

examined for numerous decisive criteria such as 

mechanical properties, tensile strength, elongation at 

break, surface quality and component density. Current 

DIN and ISO standards are applied for these tests. A 

comprehensive check of all system components is 

carried out during the machine acceptance test. 

Materials used also have a major influence on the 

quality of the manufactured component. With the 

aid of multi-dimensional quality management, EOS 

guarantees reliable consistent quality for every material 

batch. The EOS Oy branch in Turku, Finland has 

been certified to ISO 9001:2008 since 2013 and to 

the medical devices quality management system ISO 

13485:2003 since 2012. 

Various test methods are used for quality assurance of 

materials, starting with the delivery of the base powder. 

Every batch is examined for its correct chemical 

characteristics. With a view to additive manufacturing, 

consistent grain size distribution is also checked. A 

second quality evaluation takes place on the basis of 

a reference build job, where density cubes and tensile 

bars are manufactured according to fixed criteria under 

standardised conditions and then analysed. Further 

processing and packing only takes place once a batch 

has passed both test levels. 

The corresponding mill test certificate is included with 

each delivery and details the test results. This provides 

customers with comprehensive documentation for 

their own internal quality management system.

The actual additive build process is the third pillar 

of the EOS concept in the sense of guaranteeing 

standard manufacturing quality. This is concerned 

with the quality assured development of parameter 

sets used in the AM build. At EOS, all the process 

parameters necessary for achieving certain 

component characteristics, such as laser power and 

layer thickness, are based on more than 20 years of 

experience and comprehensive testing. The required 

product characteristics can be achieved through the 

optimum combination of individual parameters. A 

corresponding material data sheet provides a detailed 

description of the material characteristics that can be 

achieved.

Consistent Quality In Series Production Of
Additively Manufactured Components

High-end additive manufacturing (AM) system provider, EOS, has established a holistic 
approach to quality assurance in series production.

For more information visit:

www.eos.info
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Additive Manufacturing

The company exhibited products including two new 

metal additive manufacturing (AM) systems and a new 

build preparation software package. 

Other highlights include Renishaw’s new global 

network of Solutions Centres and a live demonstration 

of the company’s capability in delivering comprehensive 

solutions for manufacturing and process control.

As official supplier to Land Rover Ben Ainslie Racing 

team and member of its Technical Innovation Group 

(TIG), Renishaw used a metal 3D printed part for the 

T2 racing yacht to demonstrate how an additive metal 

part moves through an integrated, full production 

process chain. 

With core skills in measurement, motion control, 

spectroscopy and precision machining, Renishaw 

has been applying its engineering excellence to help 

solve customers’ manufacturing challenges for over 

40 years. 

Early next year, the company is opening its doors 

to share its expertise via Additive Manufacturing 

Solutions Centres. Here manufacturers will benefit from 

dedicated incubator cells equipped with Renishaw AM 

systems. Customers can run an evaluation project 

to assess how AM might benefit their company with 

the support of Renishaw engineers. A key emphasis 

being on knowledge and skills transfer. The goal is to 

provide an insight into the technical and commercial 

benefits of AM and ultimately to provide the evidence 

to support investment in metal additive manufacturing 

technology. 

RenAM 500M industrial metal additive manufacturing 

system (initially introduced as EVO Project)

Fully designed and engineered in-house to be used 

for serialised production, the RenAM 500M builds 

complex metal components directly from CAD using 

metal powder fusion technology. Highlights of the 

system include a Renishaw designed and engineered 

optical system with dynamic focussing; automated 

powder sieving and recirculation; 500 W ytterbium 

fibre laser and patented high capacity dual filter 

SafeChange™ system. 

AM 400 metal additive manufacturing system 

Formnext also sees the launch of the AM400 flexible 

metal additive manufacturing system. This new model 

is a development of the AM250 platform. It includes 

all the advantages of the latest machine updates with 

larger SafeChange™ filter, improved control software, 

revised gas flow and window protection system, and a 

new 400 W optical system that gives a reduced laser 

beam diameter of 70 micrometres. 

QuantAM file preparation software

Renishaw has a long and successful track record of 

engineering software development, with a team of 

over 300 experienced software developers all working 

in-house. QuantAM is software used for build file 

preparation and is designed by Renishaw, specifically 

for the company’s additive manufacturing systems. 

Renishaw Solutions Centres - a platform for 
innovative manufacturing

Renishaw Solutions Centres will provide a secure 

development environment in which customers can 

expand their knowledge and confidence using AM 

technology. They will be equipped with the latest AM 

systems and staffed by knowledgeable engineers to 

allow fast access to deploying the technology, all at 

fixed predictable costs.

Renishaw Presents New Products At Formnext 2015
Renishaw, the global engineering technologies company presented new products at formnext 2015, 
which took place in Frankfurt, in November 2015.

For more information on Renishaw’s 

metal additive manufacturing products, 

please see: www.renishaw.com/additive

Together with Proto Labs’ CNC machining and 

injection moulding services, they are now truly 

able to help designers and engineers take a 

product from the initial stages of prototyping 

through to low-volume production. The additive 

manufacturing service can produce parts in sizes 

up to 736mm by 635mm by 533mm, using a 

selection of thermoplastic-like materials that mimic 

ABS and polypropylene..

Lee Ball, Proto Labs’ Operations Director, says: 

“We are excited to be able to offer this new additive 

manufacturing service to our customers in Europe.”

“When compared to the commonly available fused 

deposition modelling (FDM) processes that are 

popular with hobbyists, SL offers a vastly improved 

level of resolution, accuracy and surface finish. SL 

can build parts with a layer thickness of 25 microns 

(0.0250mm) compared to the typical, entry-

level FDM layer thickness of around 127 microns 

(0.127mm).”

“Fast-moving businesses demand expertise, scalability 

and a quick turnaround of products to stay ahead of the 

competition. Professional additive manufacturing will 

allow companies to accelerate product development 

and turn ideas into real products in a matter of days.

Proto Labs’ stereolithography process offers high 

accuracy and a smooth surface finish on parts. 

It works well for prototyping very small parts and 

complex geometries during the earliest stages of a 

component’s development.

The company is also planning to introduce selective 

laser sintering (SLS) and direct metal laser sintering 

(DMLS) processes in 2016, with both technologies 

already having been successfully established in Proto 

Lab’s U.S. locations.

Proto Labs Launches Additive Manufacturing Service

Proto Labs, Ltd., the company that’s globally recognised for producing machined 
and injection moulded parts in as little as one day, has expanded its production 
facility in Telford, England with the recent addition of stereolithography (SL), an 
advanced additive manufacturing service for custom prototyping.

For Further Information visit:

www.protolabs.com/additive-manufacturing
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Workholding

In the prototyping department and toolroom at BNL 

(UK), a leading British manufacturer of plastic bearings 

and gears, machining lead-times are much shorter 

following the purchase of a pair of Chick One-Lok 

CNC vices through sole UK agent, 1st Machine Tool 

Accessories.

The workholding units, which arrived in August 2015, 

have replaced conventional wind-up vices on two 

Hurco machining centres at the Knaresborough 

factory in North Yorkshire. Not only are workpieces 

secured faster, but repeatability and safety are also 

improved.

BNL’s toolroom supervisor Chris Hargraves said, 

“With a conventional vice, the movable jaw tends to 

ride up when a part is clamped, so you have to use a 

mallet to tap it down.

“Then you usually have to tap the handle to make 

sure the part is fully secured.

“We machine up to 50 plastic components at a time 

here and it was a time-consuming process that is no 

longer required with the One-Loks.”

He explained that the controlled clamping action 

produces a pull-down effect as the jaws close, so 

components are always seated firmly after the handle 

is tightened by hand. Positioning of the components 

is also more precise, so machining is more consistent 

from batch to batch.

Choice of soft or hard jaws

Hard (steel) and soft (aluminium) quick-change Chick 

jaws with a special machined recess on the reverse 

are provided through 1st MTA for the Chick One-Lok 

workholding system.

Hard jaws, either plain or stepped, are used when 

rectangular workpieces are being clamped, such as 

when machining impressions in tool steel moulds, 

profiling copper electrodes and milling aluminium 

fixtures for product assembly.

Soft jaws come into their own when round or 

awkwardly shaped components such as injection 

moulded plastic parts are being machined. The jaws 

are milled to accommodate multiple such parts and 

as the shape matches perfectly, they are held securely 

and without damage. It is never necessary to over-

tighten and job set-up for repeat batches is rapid, as 

the jaw sets are stored for re-use.

Soft jaws cannot be used on conventional vices, 

which presented BNL with a number of problems. If 

parts were round, only two could be clamped as a 

third would undoubtedly not be secure. There was 

also a risk of marking delicate surfaces.

Avoiding these drawbacks entailed laborious 

manufacture of a bespoke fixture or a profiled block 

that sat low in the vice for holding the parts. An 

alternative was to clamp the parts directly to the 

machine table, but this also took time.

Although the prototyping section and toolroom are 

not production environments, they are nevertheless 

busy. Some customers expect work to be turned 

around in two days. Avoiding repeatedly losing 

time when fixturing components has been a major 

boost to productivity ever since the Chick One-Loks 

were purchased. Moreover, as the units are sealed 

against ingress of coolant and swarf, downtime for 

maintenance is rare.

On top of all these advantages is the speed 

with which the units can be closed to secure a 

component. It takes anything up to a minute to wind 

the handle of a normal vice up to 70 turns if the jaws 

are wide open and a small part is being clamped. By 

contrast, a ratchet system on the One-Lok allows the 

movable jaw to be positioned instantly to within a few 

millimetres of closure, after which the clamping action 

is completed with just a few turns of the removable 

swivel wrench.

In conclusion, Mr Hargraves pointed out an additional 

benefit of the One-Lok design, namely that 1st 

MTA offers outboard hard jaws that can be used to 

extend the clamping range from 203 mm to 432 mm, 

allowing larger parts to be machined. BNL produces 

aluminium fixture plates for which the optional external 

clamping arrangement is useful.

IMPROVED WORKHOLDING
SPEEDS PROTOTYPING AND TOOLMAKING

Plastic prototypes, electrodes and injection mould inserts 

machined faster using quick-acting CNC vices

1st Machine Tool Accessories Limited

Tel: 01725 512517

E-mail: enquiries@1mta.com

Web site: www.1mta.com
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SOUTHERN 
MANUFACTURING 20

16

FIVE, Farnborough, Hampshire 9-11 February
The UK’s largest regional manufacturing technology, 

electronics and subcontracting exhibition is back 

between 9th and 11th February 2016. Plan today to 

attend and see the very latest technology, components, 

materials, products and services available in the South 

of England. Technical staff will be on hand to offer 

specialist advice that will improve your manufacturing 

processes, component sourcing, materials selection 

and overall business efficiency - not to mention your 

•	 Thousands of engineering & electronics solutions 

on your doorstep

•	 Full Programme of FREE technical seminars 

supported by SMS, MAS-SE, Engineering 

Solutions and Electronics Sourcing.

•	 PRE-REGISTER to receive a FREE Show 

Catalogue (otherwise £10).

•	 Ample FREE Parking adjacent to the exhibition 

hall.

Many manufacturers 

have now recognized 

they can improve 

surface finishes and 

tool service lives by 

utilising the innovative 

TRIBOS system; 

and at Southern 

Manufacturing from the 9th to 11th of February 2016, 

the latest interfaces will be on show. These new 

interfaces deliver a higher level of standardization for 

the precision tool holding systems for micro machining 

and are now available with the TRIBOS RM and 

TRIBOS MINI ranges. 

The TRIBOS-Mini that has been designed for high-

speed micro applications can now be integrated 

with a high-speed HSK-E 20 spindle interface. The 

clamping technology experts at SCHUNK believe this 

newly standardized interface is superior to many short 

taper interfaces due to its accuracy at high speeds. In 

addition, it needs much less space compared to the 

HSK-E 25 interface. SCHUNK has designed the robust 

TRIBOS-RM with an extended L1 dimension of 78mm 

especially for high-efficiency 5-axes machining. 

Additionally, Schunk will be keen to promote to the 

aerospace and composite machining fraternity the 

TENDO E Compact hydraulic expansion toolholder. 

Capable of reducing set-up times by up to 60% whilst 

generating up to 2000Nm of torque, the TENDO 

E Compact delivers micron precision for a host of 

machining applications. With this precision toolholder, 

even demanding applications with tight tolerances on 

the form, position and surface finish can be rapidly and 

reliably machined. 

 

Another product that will be of interest to the high-

tech visitors and exhibitors alike at the show, will 

be the innovative SPM Plus 138 fixture membrane. 

Manufactured from aluminum, the SPM Plus provides 

the clamping of a multitude of geometries from all 

sides with its innovative pull-down effect.
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For further information please visit:

www.industrysouth.co.uk

For further information please visit:

www.gb.schunk.com

The SPM will be complimented by the SCHUNK 

PRONTO quick jaw change system that has a change-

over time of 5 seconds per jaw.

 

Ideal for single-part and small-batch production, the 

Kontec KSC accommodates conventional clamping, 

small clamping depths, moulded parts, plates or 

workpieces with saw cuts. 

From a maintenance perspective, the LINOMAX 

special grease from Schunk is recommended for 

the lubrication of power chucks. The light-colored 

adhesive grease with solid lubricants has been 

specially developed for sliding surfaces exposed to 

high pressure loads and water in the form of metal 

machining emulsions. It is especially resistant to 

washout, prevents seizure and provides anti-corrosion 

and excellent anti-wear protection.

Schunk Set to Grip Crowds at Southern Manufacturing 2016
At the Southern Manufacturing 2016 exhibition on stand S110, Schunk will be promoting a host of new products 
launched through 2015 as well as established product lines. 



ITC is a UK distributor of high quality and performance 

products from globally renowned manufacturers 

such as Widia, BIG KAISER and Micro 100. As a UK 

manufacturer, ITC will be introducing its three fluted 

3091 Series radius tool that is synonymous with rapid 

material removal rates and long tool life when cutting 

aluminium. With a long overall length and extended 

reach, the tool life and consistency of the new radius 

tool is setting standards within the aerospace and 

motorsport sectors.

 

To complement the ITC range at the Farnborough 

event, the Tamworth manufacturer will also show the 

new Widia VariMill II ER and the WIDIA Victory high-

performance milling cutter for shoulder milling, slotting, 

pocket milling, ramping and helical interpolation.

 

The performance of these product lines can be 

enhanced by robust toolholding from  BIG KAISER 

brand. BIG KAISER is synonymous with high quality 

precision toolholders that lead the market in clamping 

forces, concentricity and the consequent enhancement 

of tool life. Also on show will be a range of BIG KAISER 

indexable insert tooling for milling, turning and boring 

applications.

IDExhibition Preview

ITC To Show Complete New Line-Up at Southern Manufacturing 2016
Industry leading cutting tool manufacturer, Industrial Tooling Corporation (ITC) will exhibit at Southern Manufacturing 2016 on Stand P134 with its 

new line of high performance solid carbide and indexable milling, drilling, turning, boring, toolholding and threading products.

For further information please visit:

www.itc-ltd.co.uk

For further details, please contact HK 

Holdings on Tel: 01788 577288

As the UK’s technology leader in the 3D Printing 

industry, HK will be introducing the ProX100 machine 

for the 3D printing of small metal components. 

Appearing alongside the impressive Mitsubishi 

MV1200R, HK will aim to educate the industry 

with regards to how 3D printing technology can 

complement traditional machine tool technologies and 

manufacturing processes.

The new ProX100 from HK3D Solutions is the very 

latest evolution of 3D printing technology from 3D 

Systems. The ProX100 is a high-performance, 

high-quality alternative to traditional manufacturing 

processes. For manufacturers that are new to the 3D 

printing arena, the ProX100 provides a multitude of 

benefits such as reduced waste, reduced set up times, 

greater production speeds, very dense metal parts as 

well as the ability to produce very complex assemblies 

as a single component. 

The flexibility of the system is extended to the range of 

materials that can be processed. With over 15 material 

options that include stainless steel, tool steel, super 

alloys, ceramics, non-ferrous alloys, precious metals 

and aluminium, the ProX100 can create a chemically 

pure, fully dense part.

Appearing on Stand V98 alongside the latest in 3D 

printing technology, will be the Mitsubishi MV1200R 

EDM machine. This latest wire EDM innovation 

operates with full support of the best auto threading 

system on the market today. 

Incorporating the latest advancements in machine 

construction and power supply technology, the 

MV1200R is revolutionising EDM machining. For 

example, the Mitsubishi MV1200R introduces an 

impressive annealing length of over 350mm that 

makes this system capable of threading the maximum 

workpiece height and also providing a realistic 

opportunity for the customer to thread through the gap 

as well as dry(no water jet) for smaller workpieces. This 

is an innovative new feature for end users that may 

need to recover broken wire. 

The MV1200R also features the M700 Series control 

with a particularly large 15-inch touch-screen. This 

Windows based control is both intuitive and user 

friendly and with the 15 inch 

screen, it improves operation 

for the end user.

From a productivity 

standpoint, the MV series 

introduces the World’s first 

Linear Shaft Drive System 

XY which delivers smooth, 

highly controllable movements and unparalleled 

precision levels, supported with a 12 year positional 

manufactures warranty, with unbeatable speed, 

precision and running cost reductions.

The scintillating combination of a market leading EDM 

solution and the most technologically advanced 3D 

printing technology on the same stand is something 

not to be missed. HK is a company envied for its 

reputation in service and technology excellence. This 

surely makes the most prominent manufacturing show 

South of the M4 worth a visit.

HK Holdings has Blueprint for Success at Southern Manufacturing 2016
At the Southern Manufacturing Exhibition from the 9th to 11th February, HK Holdings will be offering visitors the opportunity to experience the potential 

of Metal 3D Printing & Wire Erosion (EDM) on Stand V98. This exciting innovation will be demonstrated using the company’s market leading Mitsubishi 

MV1200R EDM machine and 3D Systems ProX100. 
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These machines will highlight the benefits that XYZ 

machines can bring to a wide cross-section of 

manufacturing businesses, from the smallest tool room 

through to blue-chip companies.

Central to XYZ’s range are its ProtoTRAK controlled 

mills and lathes and these will be represented by the 

popular SMX 3500 bed mill and the SLX 355 lathe. 

Both machines benefit from XYZ’s ProtoTRAK control 

system which provides simplicity and ease of use, 

thanks to a wide range of conversational cycles, 

making it ideal for one-off and small batch quantities. 

The control can be operated without any knowledge of 

CNC, with operators producing parts within a day with 

minimal training. Combined with the control the XYZ 

bed mills and SLX lathes provide a robust machining 

platform with solid Meehanite cast bases, Turcite-B 

coated bedways on the mills, and extra wide vee and 

flat bedways on the SLX lathes. 

Also on display is the new XYZ 2-OP portable vertical 

machining centre, which also features the ProtoTRAK 

control system, making it fully compatible with 

existing XYZ machines. The XYZ 2-OP is designed 

as a portable vertical machining centre that can bring 

cellular manufacturing to virtually any machine shop. 

The cycle time savings resulting from using the XYZ 

2-OP in this fashion are significant, with the additional 

benefit of freeing up more expensive machine tool 

capacity from doing pre- or secondary operation work 

and the maximisation of available labour hours. While 

the XYZ 2-OP may be compact and portable, it still has 

an impressive specification with axis travels of 355 mm 

by 305 mm by 455 mm (xyz), with a table size of 457 

mm x 381 mm, a maximum table load of 250 kg, and 

rapid traverse is 15 m/min in all axes. Performance is 

enhanced by the use of a 3 hp (50 – 6000 revs/min) 

BT30 spindle that is supported by an eight-position 

toolchanger. All of this sits within a footprint of just 

1220 mm by 760 mm.

For those looking at full CNC equipped machines, 

XYZ Machine Tools will display an XYZ 710 VMC 

vertical machining centre and an XYZ Compact Turn 

52 turning centre. Across the XYZ VMC range there 

is a common feature of high quality manufacture, with 

features such as solid Meehanite castings and extra 

wide induction hardened box slideways with Turcite-B 

coatings adding to rigidity and performance. Standard 

specification of the VMC range includes an 8000 revs/

min 20 hp spindle, with feedrates up to 20 m/min in 

all axes. 

The Compact Turn 52 may be the smallest turning 

centre in the extensive range of CNC turning available 

from XYZ Machine Tools, with a footprint of just 1700 

mm by 1450 mm in its standard form. However, it still 

provides a powerful machining platform thanks to its 

5000 revs/min/20 hp spindle and axis travels of 185 

mmm and 325 mm (X and Z), with rapid traverse rates 

of 20 m/min. Like all of the machines in the XYZ range, 

these turning centres benefit from a highly rigid and 

stable construction, with hardened and ground box 

slideways and solid meehanite castings for the major 

components.

XYZ highlights turning and milling ranges 

at Southern Manufacturing
XYZ Machine Tools will populate its stand (S122) at Southern Manufacturing with a diverse selection of milling 

and turning machines from its extensive range.

As a leading supplier of metrology instruments, 

Bowers Group will be showcasing a selection 

of products from Bowers, Baty, Trimos, Sylvac, 

Gagemaker, Innovatest Wyler and Accretech.

On display at Bowers Group’s stand will be a 

variety of products including the new Sylvac Scan 

Vision System and the Baty R400 with FT2E Touch 

Screen Display. 

Bowers Group will also be exhibiting a variety of 

Sylvac products including the Sylvac range of 

Bluetooth Data Transmission hand tools, which 

includes Calipers, Micrometers, and Digtal 

Indicators, along with the Ultra Light Digital Caliper 

and Ultra Light Digital Universal Beam Gauge. The 

Trimos V5 Manual / Motorised Digital Height Gauge 

and the Diavite VHF surface roughness tester will 

also be on display, as well as a selection of new 

Bowers XT3 Bluetooth and XT Analogue Bore 

Gauge systems.

Bowers Group Sales 

Director Stuart Millington 

said: “The Southern 

Manufacturing Exhibition 

is a great event that will 

give Bowers Group a good 

opportunity to showcase 

the latest technology in 

metrology. We hope to 

generate plenty of interest in our new products, as 

well as networking with fellow leaders in the field of 

manufacturing.”

Visit Bowers Group at the Southern Manufacturing 

and Electronics Exhibition 2016 at Stand R139 

from 9th – 11th February.

For Further Details:

XYZ Machine Tools

Tel: 01823 674200 

Website: www.xyzmachinetools.com

New Bowers Products to be Exhibited at the
Southern Manufacturing and Electronics Exhibition

Bowers Group is pleased to be exhibiting several new products at the Southern 

Manufacturing and Electronics Exhibition 2016 in Farnborough from 9th – 11th February.

For more information Visit:

www.bowersgroup.co.uk
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Open House

Scheduled from the 8-11th December 2015, at 

Mazak’s European Technology Centre in Worcester, 

EMO Encore is billed as the ideal opportunity for 

machine users, who were unable to travel to Milan, to 

experience the highlights of the show without leaving 

the UK.

EMO Encore, which will be themed “It’s all about 

you” in recognition of Mazak’s philosophy of placing 

its customers first, will feature 22 machines, capable 

of delivering a machining solution for each individual 

customer application. 

The stars of EMO Encore are likely to be two members of 

Mazak’s new SMOOTH Technology ‘family’, SmoothX, 

for 5-axis simultaneous machining, and SmoothG, 

which has been developed to handle machines with 

up to 16 axes, with 4-axis in simultaneous motion.

EMO Encore will mark the UK debut for SmoothG, 

developed for vertical and horizontal machining centres 

and high performance turning centres. Like SmoothX, 

it comes equipped with a 19 inch touchscreen, which 

can be rotated to suit the posture of the operator, and 

five process home screens that present all critical data 

in a single page view. 

In operation, the touchscreen technology reduces the 

number of keystrokes required to enter a program by 

38% compared to its predecessor. Cycle times are 

also dramatically reduced  through a combination 

of the latest generation high speed servo drive and 

motors package, and new high speed processing 

capability of the CNC capable of achieving speeds of 

up to 540m/min for 1mm segments– four times faster 

than its predecessor control. – enabling it to easily 

respond to the most demanding high speed machining 

applications. 

Making its UK debut at EMO Encore will be the 

VARIAXIS i-1050T, the latest and largest addition to 

Mazak’s highly successful VARIAXIS range of 5-axis 

machining centres. The machine features a gantry 

box design with a fully cast structure to ensure 

maximum stability and accuracy, ideal for machining 

large workpieces up to dia. 1,250mm x 900mm, 

with a maximum weight of 2,000Kg. Performance is 

delivered with a powerful 10,000rpm and 37kW 50 

taper spindle, capable of machining a wide range of 

applications.

This combination of spindle power and rigidity 

makes the VARIAXIS ideal for complete DONE-IN-

ONE processing of complex, large and heavy duty 

workpieces that also require turning, such as those 

commonly used in the aerospace sector. 

Also on show at EMO Encore will be the new 

INTEGREX i-400 AM which integrates Direct Energy 

Deposition additive manufacturing technology into 

a state-of-the-art 5-axis multi-tasking machine. The 

i-400 AM makes use of a built-in 1kW fibre laser to 

melt metallic powder, which is then applied layer by 

layer via interchangeable cladding heads that are 

stored in the machine’s standard 36-tool magazine. 

Once the additive manufacturing process is complete, 

the machine’s full 5-axis machining capability finishes 

the component.

Specifically, the INTEGREX i-400 AM retains the 

outstanding performance of the class-leading 

INTEGREX i-series family, including 50m/min rapid 

traverse rates, a main spindle capable of delivering 

3,300rpm / 30kW and a 12,000rpm / 22kW milling 

spindle, the perfect combination for a range of 

challenging applications.

EMO Encore will also feature state-of-the-art laser 

cutting technology in the form of the OPTIPLEX 3015 

Fiber 4kW machine, which is capable of ultra-high 

speed cutting of medium thickness material and has 

the ability to cut the finest widths and most difficult 

reflective materials. Fibre lasers offer lower running 

costs, due to a circa 80 per cent reduction in oscillator 

electrical power consumption and a 100 per cent 

reduction in laser gas consumption, compared to CO2 

lasers.

The OPTIPLEX 3015 Fiber has a large side access 

door and flexible design, and is available in a single 

pallet or in an optional automated two-pallet version. 

Critically, the machine has a minimal floor space 

requirement, which makes it ideal for subcontractors 

and laser-users requiring a small footprint machine. 

The OPTIPLEX Nexus 3015 Fiber 3kW is equipped 

with a Mazak Multi-control torch with unique ZETA-9 

technology, which delivers nine separate functions, six 

set-up and three monitoring, which reduce operator 

dependency and improves throughput and part quality. 

Richard Smith, Managing Director UK and Ireland 

Sales Division at Yamazaki Mazak, commented: “If 

you missed EMO Milan then I would advise you not to 

miss out on EMO Encore, which is bringing the best 

of Europe’s premier machine tool exhibition back to 

the UK.

“Our guests will be able to get hands-on with the 

world’s fastest CNC and our range of state-of-the-art 

machine tools, many of them making their UK debut, 

which can transform manufacturing operations by 

offering unprecedented improvements in productivity 

and accuracy.”

Mazak brings a flavour of Italy to the UK
with EMO Encore Open House

Yamazaki Mazak is bringing a flavour of Italy back to the UK with its traditional 
EMO Encore Open House.

For further Information:

www.mazakeu.co.uk
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Tweet Tweet
A little birdy told me …

This months top finds by your ID team, interesting, informative and some just for fun!  

If you have an eagle eye, keep a look out and send your favourite tweets to via twitter @LJcunningham 

or email info@industrialdirector.com

Disclaimer : MSL Media Ltd or Industrial Director Magazine claim no ownership of the content of these 

links quotes and tweets and have no affiliation with those mentioned.

MTA CEO, James Selka comments on the 

Chancellor’s Comprehensive Spending 

Review: http://www.mta.org.uk/whats-

new/mta-press-releases/commenting-

chancellor%E2%80%99s-comprehensive-

spending-review-james-selka-mta

Our inspection bay houses temperature controlled 

inspection facilities & includes the latest gauging technology 

such as a CMM & Faro Arm.

Engineering Technology Group Finance - On hand to smooth the 

way for your business! The 2nd of our @RAFBBMF 

video guides, the 

Hurricane! https://youtu.

be/281AiUSoco8  Amazing 

tales, have a watch! #TBT 

President and CEO @OlaRollen shares insight on the 

essence of what Hexagon represents. http://hex.ag/UxhaW  

Opecmade wire & Accutex, the perfect combo for fast & reliable 

WEDM production, exclusively from @CNCInter_EDM in UK 

@mta_UK

@EngTechGroup @BAESystemsAir

@HexagonAB

@BrownandHolmes

@CNCInter_EDM






